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Preface)

The idea of writing an introduction to Ukrainian dialectol-
ogy in a

widely understo9d European language originated
in 2006 when I first began to conduct field work in Ukrai-

ne. Although at the time I was not directly working with

dialects but on the related social phenomenon of Ukrain-

ian-Russian mixed speech (\"surZyk\,") I realized that most
reference manuals on dialectology were quite obsolete, alt-

hough still informative.

Secondly, without a sound knowledge of Ukrainian, it was
difficult to read existing manuals and to become familiar

with Ukrainian dialectal concepts and terminology.
For several years, various reasons forced me to postpone

my original plan to supply the students of Ukrainian with
the first basic English account on Ukrainian dialectology.

In the meantime, a series of new introductions to Ukrain-
ian dialectology have

finally
been published in Ukraine.

Nonetheless I hope that my introduction will still be a use-
ful aid to foreign Ukrainianists.

I wish to thank Dawn Marley (University of Surrey, Eng-
land) for having patiently proof-read my text, Rudolf Muhr

(University of Graz, Austria) who was the
very

first person

who read the manuscript, Andriy Danylenko (Pace Univer-

sity, New York) for the precious advice on some specific

content issues, Natalija Verbyc (Institute of Ukrainian Lan-
guage, Department of dialectology, Ukrainian Academy of

Sciences) for having checked the dialectal facts. A final

word of appreciation goes to Tilmann Reuther (University
of Klagenfurt, Austria) for having always supported my

publications.)

Kyiv, December 2016)))





Introductory remarks - The Ukrainian language)

Introductory remarks)

The reasons which led.me to write an introduction to

Ukrainian dialectology are multifold. The main motivation
was to render available to a wide range of students of

Slavic languages, and particularly of Ukrainian, an outline
of Ukrainian dialectology and its dialects. The lack of in-

troductory accounts of Ukrainian dialects in more accessi-
ble western European languages represents a great limit

to all those students of Slavic languages who wish to
ap-

proach the fascinating world of geographical variation of

contemporary Ukrainian. All manuals on Ukrainian dia-
lects in

fact,
with the exception of a limited number of

short American and German contributions, are written in

Ukrainian. This represents an obvious hindrance to stu-

dents of Ukrainian, whose initial level does not always al-

Iowa deep understanding of the contents of these books.
A basic knowledge of Ukrainian dialects is important to

complete the theoretical and practical background of a

Slavist, especially if studying the Eastern group of Slavic

languages (Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian).
A

knowledge
of territorial variation is a valuable aid to a

better understanding of diachronic (historical variation

and its reflection in documents of various geographic prov-
enance) and synchronic language processes. Additionally

it helps to better assess some contemporary sociolinguistic

issues and various forms of language/dialectal mixture
such as, for example, the Ukrainian-Russian mixed speech

\"s urZy k\" .

With the purpose of filling this theoretical and
practical

gap,
this guidebook aims to elaborate on the existing dia-

lectological data with some recent studies on the topic. In)

7)))



Introductory remarks - The Ukrainian language)

the main, though, the illustrative material relies on tradi-

tional Ukrainian works and on a small number of English
and German sources.
This introduction is

similarly
meant to facilitate the task

of those scholars working in related fields who are looking
for some basic facts about Ukrainian dialects. It can also

be of interest to the layman who simply wishes to gain
an

insight into Ukrainian dialectology.

At the same time, the book could be used as a support to

a reader in Slavic languages approaching this complex re-

search field for the first time. However,
this introduction is

not addressed to those professional Ukrainianists who
have already acquired a solid background in Ukrainian di-

alectology and in Ukrainian Studies.

The manual is organized into three parts. The first one,
after an outline of the Ukrainian language for non-special-

ists, will introduce the main issues of Ukrainian dialectol-

ogy.

The second part will exemplify the Ukrainian dialectal ter-

ritory and the most
typical

features of the main dialectal

areas.

The final part will introduce and
briefly

discuss some con-

tempormy issues such as the relation between dialects and
forms of language mix; the relation between dialectology and

sociolinguistics in the Ukrainian linguistic tradition, and the
question of the 'Rusyn' language.

A glossary of the most frequent Ukrainian dialectal terms
with their English equivalents concludes the book. Illus-

trative materials are provided contextually. Reference
works on dialectology can be found in the fmal bibliog-

raphy. The Cyrillic titles of reference books have not been
transliterated into Latin characters to enable their rapid

inden tification.

For the sake of clarity, we have mainly avoided the use of

abbreviations as is often customary in linguistic publica-
tions. The only abbreviations concern the verbal aspect -)

8)))



Introductory remarks - The Ukrainian language)

imperf. stands for 'imperfective' and
perf.

for 'perfective';

prep. means preposition; the cases: nom., gen., dat., acc.,
instr., loc., VQC.

respectively stand for nominative, genitive,

dative, accusative, instrumental, locative, vocative.
Ukrainian geographical names (toponyms) have been ren-
dered

according
to the scientific transliteration system, for

example, the place name Kyiv (official variant)! has been

transliterated as Kyjiv.
Some ancient ethnonyms which refer to east Slavic tribes
have been

anglicized, e.g.
Polians instead of Poljane as

used in Shevelov (1979). The classification of dialects par-

tially relies on the traditional English spelling established

by Shevelov (ibid.); in the case of those dialects spoken in

the area of the river Dnipro however, the denomination
Dnipro dialects has been

preferred
to the more traditional

Dnieper dialects.

The description of dialectal facts is limited to the essential

features of each macro-dialectal area. This is particularly
tnle for south-western dialects which show a higher degree

of local variation. This choice is easily explained if one con-
siders the introductory character of the present work.

It is known that dialects undergo visible changes within a
few decades, especially as a consequence of standardization

processes. They may be either affected
by

standard Ukrain-

ian or, in specific geographical areas, by Russian or other

languages (e.g. Polish, Hungarian, BelaI1.1sian etc.). For this

reason, the correctness and topicality of certain dialectal
data need to be proved regularly.)

1 Kiev is the form based on Russian but it is still widely used.)

9)))
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Introductory remarks - The Ukrainian language)

historically and typologically closer to Ukrainian. To this

classification, some scholars add Rusyn, which for others

is just a western Ukrainian dialectal
variety claiming the

status of a language.
4

Ukrainian is the only official language of the Ukrainian

state which gained independence from the Soviet Union in
1991. The calculation of its native speakers varies accord-

ing to the census and the criteria used in the
sociological

and sociolinguistic surveys. The number of Ukrainian na-

tive speakers fluctuates between approx. 38 million
(about

73%) out of a population of 52 million Ukrainian citizens 5

,

and 45 million native speakers as reported in the Encyclo-
pedia of the Ukrainian Language (2004: 716). This number

undoubtedly increases if one considers the large Ukrainian

emigrant communities who live in a large number of coun-

tries round the world.

The 2001 census fIXed the Ukrainian population at about
48.5 million inhabitants: 67.5

%
of the population de-

clared Ukrainian as mother tongue; 29.6 %

Russian and

3% other languages.

According to the sociolinguistic parameters used in the
survey, Ukrainian can either be classified as the second

most widely spoken Slavic language after Russian or as the
third most

widespread language after Russian and Polish.

The estimation of these figures may vary because of the

high emigration rate of the last two decades. Nonetheless
Ukrainian is among the 30 most

spoken languages world-

wide. 6 Ukrainian enjoys the status of a regional language
in Transnistria, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Serbia, Croa-)

4 See: Section 3.2.

5
Cf. Danylenko & Vakulenko (1995: 1); Schweier (1998: 94).

6

http://langs.com.ua/movy/demogr.htm;

http://www.vistawide.com/languages/top_30_languages.htm;

http://photius.com/rankings/languages2.html (07.02.2015).

12)))



Introductory remarks - The Ukrainian language)

tia, Bosnia. As mentioned, it is
largely spoken in many mi-

grant communities aroul1d the world, in particular: Can-
ada, USA, Brazil; in

Europe: Portugal, Greece, Spain and

Italy.
7

Standard Ukrainian is regulated by the National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine\" particularly by its Institute of

Ukrainian Language (Instytut ukrajins'koji movy), Ukrain-
ian language-information fund, and the Potebnja Institute

of Linguistics (Instytut Movoznavstva).
Standard Ukrainian retains a varying degree of mutual in-

telligibility with Belarusian, Russian and other Slavic lan-

guages. It is lexically closer to Belarusian with around 84%

of common vocabulary than to Russian with which, ac-
cording to certain surveys8,it only shares 62% of common

vocabulary. With Polish standard Ukrainian shares about
70% of common lexemes.

In reality, the percentage of common lexical items Ukrain-
ian shares with either Russian, Polish or Slovak also de-

pends on the dialectal areas. Therefore, the percentage of

vocabulary shared with Russian may be significantly

higher especially in the north-east and south-east of the

country.

Furthermore, the majority of ethnic Ukrainians who de-
clare Ukrainian as their mother tongue, for well-known

historical, socio-political and sociolinguistic reasons, show

a high command of Russian. In certain areas of the coun-

try the fluency and knowledge of Russian is comparable to)

7 For an overview of the Ukrainian language in Italy, see: Del Gau-
dio (2012).

8 cr. MOBH
\342\202\254BpOITM: Bi,ACTaHi MDK MOBaMI1 3a CAOBHHKOBMM CK1\\.a-

,l];OM (Languages
of Europe: distances according to the vocabulary

composition).
http://journal.mandrivets.com
jimagesjfilejTyshchenko_20 10_3 .pdf)

13)))



Introductory remarks - The Ukrainian language)

that of a native speaker, while in others it is limited to a

kind of second language.
The Russian used in Ukraine by the majority of its speak-

ers is characterized by a series of idiosyncrasies which lead

contemporary sociolinguists to speak of an emerging 'na-

tional' variety of Russian, also known as Ukrainian..Rus-
sian. 9

At the same time a series of minority languages coexist,

along with Ukrainian, in some parts of the country, e.g.

Rumanian in its Moldavian variety, Hungarian etc.

Finally the existence of a Ukrainian-Russian mixed

speech, known as surZyk
10

, and the interaction between

dialects and different language varieties render the lan-

guage situation of Ukraine at the same time interesting but

confusing to an external observer.
The two

maps

11
below will respectively show:

l)the areas where Ukrainian and varieties based on Ukrain-
ian are

spoken;)

9
Its status is still unclear and is the object of debates. It is however
undeniable that the Russian used by the average speaker in
Ukraine visibly differs from that of Russia. See: Del Gaudio

(2012); Del Gaudio & Ivanova (20 ISb).
10

We shall return later to this point. cr. Section 3.1.
11 The purpose of Map 1 is to highlight the respective areas re-

gardless of specific etnonyms\037
cf. https:j lupload. wikimedia.

org/ wiki pediaj commons j aj aaj Ukrainians_en. svg.
The languages indicated with different colours in Map 2 have a
mere indicative function, i.e. the official language is Ukrainian

(or was Ukrainian before the recent events of 2014-2015)
throughout the country. Other

\"minority't languages coexist

along with standard Ukrainian, Ukrainian dialectal varieties
and different forms of language mix on the highlighted territo-
ries. Forms of language mix are not

only
the Ukrainian-Russian

mixed speech \"surzyk
H

or Russian with Ukrainian admixture
but also Ukrainian with admixture of other languages, e.g.
Polish, Rumanian etc. cf.

http://russia-insider.com/en/poli-
tics / you

- think-lot -people- ukraine-speak- ukrainian -think-
again/ri 1007.)

14)))
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2)other major languages spoken along with Ukrainian.)
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Chapter 1)

CHAPTER 1)

\

1. Dialectology: basic concepts)

In a generalized way one can define dialectology (from

Greek
61aA\302\243KLOS, dialektos, \"talk, dialect\"; the particle OU]

implies separation, diversification, variation and -Aoyia, -

logia \"word, study\") as the discipline which studies the di-
alects of a specific language. The term dialect was first

coined in 1577 on the basis of a Graeco-Latin term dialec-
tus

(EnCL\\\302\243KLos),
i.e. way of speaking of specific people. Dia-

lectal variation is present in most language areas and often

has important social implications. The study of dialects

deals with the variant features within a language, their

history,
differences of form and meaning, distribution,

and, more generally, the spoken as distinct from their lit-

erary forms. The discipline recognizes all variations within
the boundaries of

any given language; it classifies and in-

terprets them according to historical origins, principles of

development, characteristic features, areal distribution,

and social correlates. 12

The Encyclopedia of Ukrainian defines dialectology as the
branch of linguistics

which studies:

a) the dialectal language;

b) its spatial (diatopic) variation and territorial differen-

tiation;

c) the history of language-territorial formation and spe-
cific language phenomena;)

12

http: I jwww.encyclopedia.comjdoc/ 1 029-DIALECTOLOGY .html

17)))



Chapter 1)

d) the relation and interaction between other forms of

existence of the language of the ethnic group, for ex-

ample: literary language, prostoriccja and social dia-

lects\" .13

The spoken language, particularly in its territorial and ru-

ral dimension, not only preserves the current state of the

language but also those language elements which are no

longer in use or are
dying

out (archaic features or language

relics); it may sometimes contain innovative features and
neologisms. At the same time elements of different dialects

or of the standard language may co-exist at dialectal level.

Each language/dialectal element has its own territorial dif-

fusion called area (Ukr. apeaA).
A dialect is a territorial-

linguistic formation combining areas which include differ-
ent levels of dialectal elements. A dialect is delimited on a

linguistic map by a bunch of isoglosses.

An isogloss is a conventional line on a map marking an
area having a distinct

linguistic
feature. Moreover, dialects

often share elements common to other languages, partic-
ularly if these are cognate.

The definition of \"dialect\" and the distinction between \"di-

alect and language\" are not always as easy as may appear
at first sight, or as certain western

European
dialectal tra-

ditions seem to imply \037

The Oxford Concise Dictionary of Linguistics (1997: 96-97)
defines a dialect as

\"any
distinct variety of a language, es-

pecially one spoken in a specific part of a country or other

geographical area\".)

13 For the sake of clearness, we have broken up the definition in

points. Here the original citation: \",lJ,iaAeKTOAOrrn - p03.aiA MOBO-

3HaBCTBa, \037o BHB1..Jae ,lI,i8.AeKTHY MOBY, II npocTopOBY Bapia-
THBHicTb i

TepMTopi8.AbHY .ZI.HcpepeHIl,iau.ilO, iCTOpiIo cpopMYBaHIffi

MOBHo-TepHTopi8AbHHX yrBopeHb i oKpeMHX MOBHHX 5IBHIII., cniB-
Bi.u,HollleHHH Ta B3a\342\202\254MO,ujro 3 iHIlIHMH cpopMaMH iCHYBaHHH MOSH

eTHOCY -
AiTepaTypHOlO, npocTopi1..{tffiM, COll,iMbHHMH JI.iaAeK-

TaMH\" (Hrycenko 2004: 149).)

18)))



Chapter 1)

Crystal speaks of regional or socially distinctive variety of

language, blending the geographic dimension with the so-
cial one. For the reasons just expressed, dialectology,

also

'linguistic geography' or dialect geography, is defined as
\"the systematic study of all forms of dialect, but especially

regional dialect\", where the regional and geographic com-
ponents are

being emphasized (Cf. Ctysta12008: 142-143).

In contrast with the tendency typical of the English speak-
ing countries of

fusing the later findings of sociolinguistics

(social dialectology) with the geo-linguistic approach of tra-

ditional dialectology, in the east Slavic dialectological tra-

dition, the two disciplines are clearly kept separated and

thediatopic dimension is still dominant. 14

Apart from the famous saying that \"a dialect is a language
without an army and a

navy\",
a few criteria have been sug-

gested to distinguish dialects from languages.
A

widely accepted framework adopted in west European

(Anglo-American) dialectology relies on three criteria that
may, in some instances, contradict one another. These can

be summed up in the following points:)

1. Mutual intelligibility;
2. Cultural criterion;

3. Political status.)

Mutual intelligibility is one of the most accredited crite-

ria, although not the
only

one and not always appropriate.

One assumes that a speaker from one part of a country

will be able to understand someone from another geo-

graphical area of the same country and within the bound-

aries of the same national language. Within this perspec-
tive, language

is seen as a collection of mutually intelligible
dialects. The reality is more complex. There are cases of

mutual intelligibility, or at least some degree of it, among)

14 We shall return to this point in section 3.3.)

19)))
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different official languages, e.g. Scandinavian; some Slavic

languages, e.g. Belarusian and
Ukrainian) etc.; between

some Romance languages, for example Italian and Span-
ish. On the other hand, there are cases where dialects of a

single nationa1language are not mutually intelligible. Italian

dialects, for example,. may not be mlltually intelligible from

one end to another of the Italian Peninsula. Furthermore,

mutual intelligibility may not be equal in both directions
(Chambers & Trudgill

1998: 3-4). This may often depend on

the inclination, level of education, linguistic sensibility and
language exposure of a speaker of a certain language and/ or

variety to a similar one.
Another fundamental concept related to the criterion ex-

pressed above is that of dialect continuum: within a lan-

guage, speakers of Dialect A can understand and be un-
derstood

by speakers of Dialect B, and C by 8, and so on,
but at the extremes of the continuum speakers of A and Z

may be mutually unintelligible. The A and Z communities

may therefore feel justified in supposing or arguing that A

and Z are different languages. If politics intervenes and the

speakers of A and Z come to be citizens of different coun-

tries, the dialects may well be
socially revalued as 'lan-

guages' (in due course with their own dialects and stand-
ard

variety)
.15 If language differences cause only minimal

problems in communication, there is a tendency to call
this discrepancy varieties of a single language: such is the
case with British English, Australian English, American
English; Russian in the Russian Federation and in some

post-Soviet states, e.g. Ukrainian Russian, Belarusian
Russian etc. or German in Austria, Switzerland, Germany.

The cultural criterion takes into account the opinion of
speakers and how these consider their

language variety in

relation to a more standard form of speech. This could also)

15 Cf.
http://www.encyclopedia.comftopic/dialect.aspx#1-l029:

DIALECT-full.)
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be the already mentioned case of Scandinavian languages
which show a high degree of mutual intelligibility. Never-

theless, a very small number of Danes or NOIWegians
would claim, for

example, that their language is a sub-

standard dialect of Swedish. Each language - Danish, Nor-

wegian, Swedish, Icelandic - has its own, separate literary
standard, even though the language forms themselves

show a fairly high degree of mutual intelligibility. A similar
situation could be observed for Ukrainian in relation to

Belarusian or to some of the Slavic languages of former

Yugoslavia.

The political status attributed to a particular variety is
also a criterion in

differentiating language from dialect.

This factor is extemal to the form of the language and
sometimes even in conflict with the culture of the speak-
ers. There are cases in which languages which are not mu-
tually intelligible,

or only partially, may be called dialects

simply because they are spoken within a single political

entity and this leads the rulers of that particular state to
consider them as such. This was, for example, the case

with Ukrainian and Russian in the days of the Russian

Empire, where Ukrainian (known as Little Russian) was
considered a substandard variety of Russian (known as

Great Russian). This could also be said to be the case with
the so-called dialects of Chinese in the People's Republic

of China. 16

For all these reasons, it is useful, often for practical pur-
poses, to regard certain varieties as dialects of a language

(Cf. Chambers & Trudgill 1984: 3).
A dialect that it is related and

regarded
as a subdivision of

a particular language is endowed with its own system and
fulf1lls the communicative function among the people of)

16 Cf. http://pandora.ciLwwu.edujvajdajling20 1jtest3materialsj
dialectology. htm.)
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this territory. It has its own 'norm', although the latter is
less stable than that of the standard language.

The distinction between a dialect and a language seems to
have been of minor concern in Ukrainian, and more widely,

East Slavic dialectal literature. I? In most reference books

in fact there is no explicit reference to the criteria which
would differentiate a 'dialect' from a 'language'. Notwith-

standing this shortcoming, a specific Ukrainian and East
Slavic framework seems to rely on two basic criteria:

1) Structural criteria
(CTPYKTYPHi KpliTepil);

2) Historical-cultural criteria (icTopHKo-K)'AbTYPHi KPH-

Tepii) .

As to the structural-functional criteria, one can say that
a dialect is the language spoken on a specific territory en-

dowed, just like any language, with structural and sys-

temic features. It fulfils the people's communicative needs
and functions on a determinate

territory.
Dialect has its

own micro-norm, which is less stable and subject to
change compared with the standard

language.

I8 The

structural criteria imply a hierarchy: from the smallest
unit (hovir) to a larger dialectal entity.

19 The former is con-

sidered to be a less rigid language microsystem which is
territorially

confined to one, or more rarely, two local set-
tlements.
The historical-cultural criteria involve extra-linguistic
factors such as the sense of belonging to a particular lan-

guage and its cultural group (ethnic language conscious-

ness) and the conditions which historically affected a par-)

17 Personal consultation with Hrycenko (director of the department
of Ukrainian dialectology and the Institute of the Ukrainian Lan-

guage, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences).
18 In the East Slavic tradition, the tenn \"literary language\" stands

for standard.

19 This point will be discussed in detail in section 1.3.)
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ticularly territory, its geo-political boundaries and its cul-
ture. This point partially overlaps

with the \"cultural crite-

rion\" already discussed in connection with the west Euro-
pean framework.
Besides the two basic criteria mentioned above, a third cri-

terion sometimes suggested in East Slavic dialectology to

distinguish a dialect from a language is the degree of lit-
eracy.20 According to this criterion, dialects, by definition,

are characterized by the absence of an independent writ-
ten language; a writing system is either non-existent or

very limited, and it is often based on the standard lan-

guage. There is no literary production
with the exception

of some folk songs, proverbs, sayings and some individual
poetic forms. Nevertheless if this criterion can be applied

to specific dialect situations and it seems to work for the

East Slavic dialects in which a dialect is in essence a ter-
ritorially limited oral speech variety with a restricted or

non-existent literary tradition, the same cannot be said of

other language realities. 21

Accepting the widely acknowledged definition that dialec-

tology is the study of a language in its territorial (vernacu-

lar) forms, some dialecto1ogical approaches distinguish:
1) territorial dialects;

2)
social dialects.

Territorial dialects presuppose variation in space (terri-

tory), whereas the speech specificity of social and/ or pro-

fessional groups is called a social dialect. However, dialec-

tology, as a descriptive branch of linguistics, traditionally

investigates and describes territorial dialects.)

20

http://files.school-collection
. ed u. ru / d Irs tore / b73 c2872-433e-

7854-175c\03794bOc9156age/l007720A.htm.

21 ]n the Romance language areas, especially on the Italian terri-

tory, for example, most of the so called \"dialects\" have their own

Ii te rary traditions.)
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1.1. Dialectology as a discipline)

The scientific study of dialects in Europe dates from

around the mid-19 th

century,
when philologists using data

preserved in texts began to work out the historical or dia-

chronic development of the Indo-European languages.

Early dialectologists were particularly interested in lexical
variation. Aims and research

objects
of early dialectology

often overlap with the tasks of language history and his-
toric grammar. In the second half of the 19 th century, dia-

lectology benefitted from the research methods of linguis-

tic geography and cartography.
It is generally possible to identify at least two bases for di-

alectology. Dialectology is considered as \"a natural out-

growth of the comparative study of
language

differences

and similarities across both time and space\" (Francis
1983: 48). Another view is that

dialectology begins from

dialect geography, a discipline established by scholars
such as Georg Wenker (1876) and Jules Gillieron (1897-

1901) in the late 19 th

century. These early researchers gave
the impulse for the development of most of the national

dialectal surveys in Italy22, southern Switzerland, Spain,
England and other countries in the

following
decades. Di-

alect geography as a discipline experienced rapid success
until the mid-20 th

century.

From the 1960s onwards, the fervent dialectological activ-
ity, with some exceptions, began to

modify its original re-

search objectives. Dialect research took a new direction,)

22 A milestone in Italian dialectology was marked by Bondelli's Es-
say on Gallo-Italic Dialects (original title: Saggio sui dialetti ga.lla
italicq written in 1853-1854. The essay is not

only important for

the further development of the substrate theory but also because
it assumes the 'autonomy' of dialects which are considered as
separate units, and not subordinate to a particular language. His

work also paid attention to social variability and is characterized

by the initiative to document dialects with field work surveys
(cf. Grassi, Sobrero, Telmon 1997: 37-47).)
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focusing on urban dialectology rather than rural. This
change can be explained by

a series of interrelated factors

such as criticisms of the way dialectological data were be-
ing collected, the

development
of new technology in record-

ing data (tape-recorder), the rise of sociolinguistics as a
strictly related discipline.23

As to critics, it was argued,

firstly, that dialectology should not just be interested in a
very

small proportion of the population, i.e. old, rural and
male, but also include the young, women and those living

in towns and cities.

Secondly, critics argued that one-word answers to ques-
tionnaires 24

were too distant from everyday language to

provide a really accurate account of how people used lan-

guage. They suggested that dialectology should study con-
tinuous and relaxed conversation which not only would

provide examples of more everyday language but also high-
light variability within the

speech
of the individual. More-

over, a practical hindrance to the further development of
large dialect-geography surveys has to do with the lack of

appropriate financing along with the difficulty in finding
capable and enthusiastic

practitioners (Cf.
Chambers and

Trudgill 1984: 23-35).
In the part of Ukraine which was subject to the Russian
empire,

an impulse to the development of dialectology was

given by the advance of Russian dialectology in the 1 9 th

century. In this period the first fragmented descriptions of
dialectal facts began to be published. This was connected

with a renewed ethnographic interest in the everyday life of)

23 The relation between dialectology and sociolinguistics will not be
discussed here since it goes beyond the scope of this introduc-

tion.

24 In most cases long questionnaires were used, with survey work-
ers asking usually non-mobile, old, rural men (NORMs) to re-

spond,. usually with one-word answers, to questions such as:
'You sweeten tea with.....?' and 'What do you say to a caller at the

door if you want him to enter?' The answers to the questions were
then transcribed

phonetically by the survey worker.)
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country people. If the attitude towards dialects had been

negative in the first half of the 19 th
century, by the mid-nine-

teenth century dialects were nolonger considered a \"distor-

tion\" of the literary language; on the contrary a sense of re-

spect towards the
way

of speaking of country people began

to prevail. The publication of the Explanatory Dictionary of

the Spoken Great Russian Language (Tolkovyj slovar
J

Zivogo

velikorusskogo jazyka, 1863-1866) by Dal' undoubtedly

played an important role in the evaluation of dialects. This

dictionary, which contains about two hundred thousand en-

tries, recorded about eighty thousand dialectal words in-

cluding Ukrainian and Belarusian.

A further step towards the establishement of dialectology

as an independent research branch within the Russian

empire was provided by the substantial contributions of

Karskij (1860-1931), Sachmatov (1864-1920), and the

work of the Moscow Dialectological Commission
(MDK).25

One of the main achivements of this linguistic circle was
the drawing of the first \"dialectal map of the Russian lan-

guage\" (Usakov, Durnovo, Sokolov, 1915) which included
the Ukrainian and Belarusian dialectal territories. 26)

1.2. Studies on Ukrainian dialects)

Ukrainian dialectology is no exception to the general frame-

work presented above. It began to take shape as a discipline
around the middle of the 19 th

century within the framework
of the Russian linguistic tradition. 27

There were also at-

tempts at describing specific dialectal characteristics prior
to this period; for

example Safons'kyj in the second half of
the 18th century (Hrycenko 2004: 150).)

25
For more details on this point, see: Jakobson (1971: 530ff.); Ka-
satkin et al. (2005: 12-13).

26
At that time the term (Russian

J

was often used as a hyperonym
to mean East Slavic.

27
See: previous note.)
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Early studies of specific dialectal phenomena were not sys-
tematically carried out. One of the main concerns of dia-

lectology was the classification and genetic explanation of

dialectal facts. In the second half of the 19 th

century,

thanks to the contributions of linguists and dialectologists
such as Potebnja, Mychal'cuk 28

(1877) and others, Ukrain-

ian dialectology gradually acquired the status of an inde-
pendent discipline.
In the first part of the 20th century a decisive contribution
to the development of Ukrainian dialectology was given by
the works of Vsevolod Hancov (1924; 1925)1 and Olena
Kurylo (1924; 1925; 1928).29 The collection of dialectal
data was carried out on the basis of

largely discussed

ques tionnaires elaborated by Kryms 'kyj, Tymcenko, Larin.
The methodology of dialectal studies changed substan-

tially during the last century. From the early, impression-
istic approach, dialectologists

switched to a concentration

on exhaustiveness and precision, especially in phonetic
description which was apparent as

early
as the 1930s and

1940s. The phonemic and structural approach is most
clearly manifested in studies

by
Fedot Zylko (1955; 1966)

and Ljudmila Kalnyn (1973).
The linguistic-geographic school was most outspokenly
represented in the studies of Petro Buzuk, Vasyl S.

Vascenko (both on the Poltava region), and Ivan Pan'kevyc
(1938, for Transcarpathia).

Pan 'kevyc (1938) used the

method of linguistic-geography in investigating Ukrainian
dialects of Carpathian

Rug' and neighbouring lands.)

28 The latter is also known as 'the father of Ukrainian dialectology',

29 In Shevelov's words: \"From her systematic study of the phonetics

of northern and southwestern Ukrainian dialects, particularly of
their accentuation, which expanded on Vsevolod Hantsov's re-

search, Kurylo concluded that Ukrainian arose from the merging
of two originally distinct dialectal groups\". Cf. http: / jwww.ency-
clopediaofukraine. com/ display .asp?linkpath;;;;

page
s % 5 C K% SCUD/OS C Kuryl 00 lena. h tm
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Particularly original and influential in Ukrainian dialectol-

ogy was what may be called the
genetic school, which com-

bined attention to features of a given dialect, elements of

linguistic geography, and the use of dialectal material in

an attempt at the historical reconstruction of the origin of

a given dialect and the Ukrainian language as a whole. The
founders of this trend were the already mentioned Vsevo-

lad Hancov and Olena Kurylo; they were later joined by

Ivan Zilynskyj, Wladyslaw Kuraszkiewicz, Tetjana Naza-

rova and others (cf. Shevelov 1984: 666-667).)

1..2.1. Dialectal atlases)

The problems of dialectal classification and territorial dis-

tribution created the premises for a series of geo-linguistic

works.

In the early 20 th century, cartography and language geog-
raphy within the former Russian empire was given a strong

impulse by the work of the Moscow Dialectological Com-
mission after the publication of its Opyt dialektologiceskoj

karty russkogojazyka v Europe (1915).30
Fundamental contributions to Ukrainian cartography in
the 20

th
century were made by Zilyns'kyj (1916, 1933),

Hancov (1924), Zylko (1955; 1966), Dzendzelivs'kyj (1958\037

1960; 1993), Bevzenko (1980), Matvjas (1990), Hrycenko
( 1984; 1990) and others.

A series of regional Atlases began with Tarnacki. He
mapped the western Polissian lexis of 90 settlements in

Ukraine, and to a lesser extent, in Belarus'. The aim of this)

30 This map played a significant role since it described the East
Slavic language borders, such as Belarusian-Russian and

Ukrainian-Belarusian, focusing on language facts rather than
political-administrative criteria. The work of the commission re-

lied on criteria fonnerly expressed by Karskij (1903) and
My-

chal 'cuk (1877).)
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work was to show the lexical differentiation of Polissia
(Tar-

nacki 1939: 72-78).31

Among other important regional Atlases issued after the
Second World War, one can mention the Atlas of the Ter-

nopir Region by Dejny (1957); Dzendzelivs'kyj's Linguistic At-
las of Ukrainian Folk Dialects

of
the Transcarpathian Region

of USSR (i\\iH2eicmuLlHuil.. amnac YKpafHCb1Q1X HapooHux
2oeopiB 3a1\\.apnamCb1Cof 06Jtacmi YPCP

(YKpafHu): i1e1CcuKa)

which was issued between 1958-1993 in three parts;
Vascenko's Language geography of the Central

Dnipro (Dnie-

per) Dialects (J\\iH2eicmU1.tHa zeo2pacjJiR HaaOHinp51HLI.J,uHU J

1 968).

Among dialectal atlases, which mainly had a regional char-
acter, one can mention Stieber1sAtlas

j\037zykowy dawnej

Lemkowszczyzny (Linguistic Atlas of the Ancient Lemko Re-

gion, 8 issues, 1956-64), the already reported
Dzendze-

livs'kyj (1958-1993). The Atlas of Ukrainian Dialects in
eastern Slovakia by Vasyl' Latta remained in manuscript

as did for a long time the three-volume all-Ukrainian atlas
edited by Fedot Zylka and

completed by
the early 1970s. 32

Particularly numerous are the atlases devoted to the
Polissian and the

Carpathian
areas: Kurylenko (2004),

Levancevic (1993), Nazarova (1985), Omel'kovec' (2003),
Ponomar (1997), Tarnacki (1939). For the Carpathian re-

gion: Budovskaja (1992), Dzendzelivs'kyj (1958-1993),

Hanudel' (1981-2010), Lyzanec' (1976), Rieger (1980-
1981), Obscekarpatskij dialektologiceskij atlas (Bernstejn

et al. 1976). The number of atlases of central and eastern
dialects is more limited:

Martynova 2000; 2003; Vascenko

1962; 1968. For word-formation, see Zakrevs'ka (1976).
We schematically report in the table below some of the

most well-known dialectal atlases 33)

31
Also, Rieger (2014: 2077).

32 See: http://www.inmo.org.ua/history/famous-workers/fedot-
troximovich -zhilko. html.

33 See: Prylypko (2004: 35); Hrycenko (2004: 36); Rieger (2014:

2074-2082).)
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Table 1)

UKRAINIAN DIALECTAL ATLASES

Au thors Atlas type Published
at

Arkusyn (2008) Atlas myslyvs\037ko.fi Zeksyky Zachidnogo Polissja Luc'k

(Atlas of the huntig lexis of West Po1issia)

Arkusyn (2008) Atlas zachidnopolis 'kych jaunonomeniv (Atlas of Luc1<.

West Polissian Fauna Nomenclature)
AUM (1984- Atlas ukrajins'koji movy. Vol. 1-3. (Atlas of the Kyjiv

2001) Ukrainian Language)

Bernstejn et al. Karpatskij dialektologiceskijatlas (Carpathian
Moskva

( 1967) Dialect Atlas) I

Cyruk (2010) Atlas entomolohicnoji leksyky Zachidnoho Polissja Luc\037

(Atlas of the Entomological Lexis of west Polissia) I

CzyZewski Atlas gwar polskich i ukrainskich okolic Wlodawy Lublin
( 1986) (Atlas of Polish and Ukrainian Dialects of the dis-

,

trict of Wlodawa)

Dejna (1957) Gwary ukrainskie Tamopolszczyzny (Ukrainian Wrodaw
Dialects in the Area of Ternopil1

Dzendzelivs 'kyj Linhvistycnyj atlas Zakarpats'koji oblasti URSR U zhorod

(1958-1993) (Ukrajiny): Leksyka. Ch. 1-3 (Linguistic Atlas of

the Ukrainian Folk Dialects of the Transcarpa- I

thian region of the USSR (Ukraine): Lexis. Vol 1-
3)

Hanudel (1981- Linhvistycnyj
atlas ukrajins 'kych hovoriv schidnoji Bratislaval

2010) Slovaccyny. I-IV (Linguistic Atlas of Ukranian Di- Prjasiv
alects of eastern Slovakia) (?resov)

Hennan (1994- Atlas ukrajins'kych hovirok Pivnicnoji. Bukovyny. Cemivci
1998) 1.Fonetyka. Fonolohija.

II. Slovozmina. Sluiebni

sloua (Atlas of the Ukrainian Dialects of northern

Bukovyna. Phonetics. PhonolOji?Jr. Declension)
Hlukhovceva Linhvistycznyj atlas leksyky narodnoho

pobutu Luhans1<

(2003) ukrajins'kych schidnoslobozans 'kych hovirok

(Linguistic Atlas of the Lexis of Everyday Life of
the Ukrainian eastern Sloboda Dialects)

J evtusok (1993) Atlas budivel'noji leksyky zachidno1w Polissja (At- Rivne

las of the Construction Lexis of western Polissia)
Kurylenko Atlas leksyky tvarynnyctva upolis'kych di- Hlukhiv
(2004) alektach (Atlas of the Zootechnic Lexis in the

Polissian Dialects)
Latta (1991) Atlas ukrajins'kych hovoriv schidnoji Slovaccyny Prjasiv

(Atlas of the Ukrainian Dialects of eastern 810- (PresQv)

vakia)

Lyzanec' (1976) Atlas leksycnych madjaryzmiv ta jich U zhorod

rJidpovidnykiv v ukrajinsJkych hovorach

Zakarpats 'koji oblasti URSR (Atlas of lexical

madiarisms and their equivalents in the
Ukrainian dialects of the region of

Transcarpathia URSR))
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(2000))

Nazarova (1985))

Onyskevyc (un-
publ.))

Rieger (1980-

1981))

Rieger ,J an6w

( 1996))

Sabados (1999))

Stieber (1956-
1964
Tarnacki (1939))
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Atlas pobutouoji leksyky pravoberez- nocer-
kas 'kych hollirok (Atlas of the everyday Lexis of

the ri ht-bank Cerkas dialects
Linht.ristycnyj

atlas nyin 'oji Pryp Jati (Linguistic
Atlas of the lower 'at' river

Leksycnyj atlas prat'obereznoho Polissja (Lexical
Atlas of ri ht-bank Polissia

Atlas zachidnopolis 'kych nazv likarskych roslyn
(Atlas

of western Polissian Denominations of
Hedin Herbs
Atlas of San an.d Ikmko dialects)

Atlas gwar bojkowskich Opracowany g16wnie na
podstawie zapisow S. Hrabca. I-VB (Atlas of

Bojko diaJects. Elaborated on the basis of S. Hra-

bec's Recordin s
A Lexical Atlas of the Hut sul Dialects of the

Ukrainian Language. Compiled and Editedfrom
the Fieldnotes a Jan Janow and His Students.
Atlas botanicnoji leksyky ukrajins'koji movy (Atlas

of the Botanic Lexis of the Ukrainian Lan a e

Atlasj{!2ykowy dawnej Lemkowszczyzny (Lin-
istic Atlas of the former Lemko Re ion

Studia por6wnawcze nad geografiq wyraz6w
(polesie-Mazowsze) (Comparative Studies on the

Geo ra h of Ex ressions of Polissia-Mazovia)

Cerkasy)

Kyjiv)

Kyjiv -2yto-)
m)

Luc1c)

Instytut

Ukrajino-
znavstva L viv
Wrodaw)

Carn bridge
(MA))

Uzhorod)

Ladz)

Warszawa)

The most significant achievement of Ukrainian language ge-

ography and cartography is the Atlas of the Ukrainian Lan-

guage (ATA,ac YKPalHCbKoi MOBIl), generally abbreviated as

AUM
(AYM 1984-2001). The stnlcture of this authoritative

work and the way linguistic facts have been mapped give
a

complete picture of the dialectal differentiation within the

Ukrainian language area, and its areal connections with

bordering languages.

The Atlas is made up of three imposing volumes. The first
one is devoted to the cartographic representation of the

Polissia, Central Dnipro (Dnieper) regions and adjacent
lands. This

territory
situated between 28 and 45\302\260 of eastern

longitude extends from the boundary with Belanlsian in the

north-west down to the northern
part

of the regions of

Odessa and Mykolajiv. This includes the following areas: a

large, eastem part of the region of Vinnycja, Cerkasy, the

western part of the Poltava region, almost all the
region

of)
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Kirovohrad, part of the Dnipropetrovs'k, and the westem

part of the region of Charkiv. In addition a small area of the

adjacent region of Hamel' (Belarus') and of Kursk (Russian

Federation) are included.

Volume two includes the regions of Volhyn',
Central Dnis-

ter area, Transcarpathia (Transcarpathian Ukraine) and

neighbouring lands. It more exactly includes the
regions

of

Rivne, Volhyn', L'viv, Ternopil', Chmel'nyc'ky, Cernivec',

Ivano-Frankivs'k, Transcarpathia, and the western part of

Zytomyr and Vinnycja. The Ukrainian dialects spoken in

neighbouring lands, such as Belarus', Poland, Slovakia,
Romania and fanner Yugoslavia are also included in this

tome.

The third volume consists of three parts. The first part co-

vers the regions of Donec'k, Sloboda (also Slobids'ka or
Slobozanscyna)

and contiguous lands. This includes al-

most the entire region of Charkiv, the Donbas area, the
eastern

part
of the Sumy, the regions of Po Ita va, Dniprope-

trovs'k and Zaporizzja. The Ukrainian dialects spoken in

the southern part of the regions of Kursk, Belgorod, Voro-
nez and in the western part of Rostov (Russian Federation)

are dealt with here.

The second part covers the \"Lower Dnipro, North Black Sea

areas and adjacent lands\"; in details, this includes: most
of the regions of Odessa and Mykolajiv, the southern part
of the regions of Kirovohrad and Dnipropetrovs 'k, the west-

ern part of the region of Zaporizzja, the entire region of

Cherson and Crimea. The Ukrainian dialects spoken in the
area of Krasnodar (Russian Federation) and in the Repub-

lic of Moldova are also assigned to this section.

Finally, the third part of the volume presents comprehen-

sive maps of the areas described in the volumes, showing
the whole Ukrainian language territory. At the end of each)
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volume maps with isoglosses can be viewed. The ADM co-

vers 2359 settlements.)

Map 3: Dialectal areas according to AUM 34)
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1.2.2. Dialectal dictionaries)

Apart from a number of dialectal dictionaries typical of the

Soviet period, the quantity of lexicographic works has in-
creased since 1991. In the table below a list of the most

popular dictionaries is reported:)

34

https:/ /upload.wikimedia.orgjwikipedia/commons/a/aO/no,rdJ\\_

repHTOpll_nolllHpeHHH-YKPalHcbKoi_MOBM_MDK_TOMaMH_aTAacy jpg
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Table 2)

DIALECTAL DICTIONARlES35

I
Arkusyn Slovnyk zachidnopolis 'kych hovirok (Dictionary of Luc'k

I

(2 000) west Polissian Dialects)36

Brylyns 'kyj 5lovnyk podil'skych 1wvoriv (Dictionary of Podil Di- Chmel'nyc1<yj

( 1 991) alects)

Duda (2011) Lemkivs 'ky) slovnyk (Lemko Dictionary) Ternopil'

Huzar et al. Hw::ul's'ki hovirky: korotkyj slovnyk (Hucul Dia- L'viv

( 1997) lects: a short Dictionary)

Korzonyuk MamepiQJlu 00 CllOBHUK.a 3axiaHOBOAUHCb1Cl.LX K yji v

(1987) 208ipOB (Materials for a Dictionary of west Volhyn

Dialects)

Lysenko Slovnyk polis'kych hovoriv (Dictionary of Polissian Kyj i v

(1974) Dialects)

Matijiv (2013) Slounyk hovirok
central'noji Bojkivscyny (Dictionary Kyjiv -Simfe-

of the Central 8ojko Dialects) ropol'
Moskalenko Slovnyk dialektyzmiv ukrajins'kych hnuirok Odesa

(1958) Odes'koji obZasti (Dictionary of Dialectisms of the

Ukrain ian local Dialects in the ReRion of Odesa)

Onyskevyc Slovnyk bojkivs'kych hovirok (Dictionary of Bojko Kyjiv

( 1984) Dialects)

Saharovs 'kyj Dialektnyj slovnyk Central'noji SlobozQnScyny Charkiv
(2006-2007) (Charkivscyny), T. 1-2) (Dialectal Dictionary of the

Central Sloboda
(Charkiv) Region. Vol. 1-2)

Saharovs kyj Materialy do dialektno1w slovnyka Central'noji 510- Charkiv
(2011) bozanscyny (Materials for a Dialect Dictionary of

the Central Sloboda
(Charkiv) Region)

Stupins'ka J Frazeolohicnyj slovnyk lemkius 'kych hovirok (Phra- Ternopil'
8ytkivs'ka seoJogical Dictionary of Lemko local Dialects)

(2013)

8ylo (2008) Naddnistrjans'kyj rehional'nyj slovnyk (Regional L\\riv

Dictionary of the Upper Dnister Dialect)
Tkacenko Kubanskij govor. Opyt avtorskogo slovarja {Kuban Moskva

( 1998) dialect. Experiment of an author's dictionaryl
Tolstoj, red. Leksika

Poles'ja: Materialy dlja polesskogo di. Moskva

( 1968) alektnogo slovarja (Polissian Lexis: Materials for
the Polissian Dialectal Dictionary)

Vascenko Slovnyk poltavs 'kych hovoriv (Dictionary of Po1tava Charkiv
( 1960) Dialects)

Verchrats kyj Pro hovor halyckych lemkiv (On the Dialect of Gali- L'viv

( 1902) cian Lemko))

For further details, see: Hrycenko
http://www.inmo.org.ua/library.html

36
An English translation of the titles is provided in parentheses.)

3S)

(2004:) 150-151);)
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1.2.3. Handbooks on Ukrainian dialects)

Notwithstanding a large number of dialectal studies in

Ukraine, the majority of publications on various aspects of

Ukrainian dialects have to be searched for in specializedjour-
nals and miscellaneous w6rks. Significant articles, for exam-

ple, were published in the nine issues of the Dialektolohicnyj
bjuleten' \037i8AeKTOAoriqHHH 6lOAeTeHb)

between 1949-

1962. 37 In recent years new fundamental contributions on
various aspects of

contemporary
dialectal issues can be

found in the volumes
'\037Dialekt:Y

v sinchroniji ta diachroniji\"

under the redaction of Htycenko (2014; 2015).
This situation represents a limitation for those foreign stu-

dents or even scholars who just want to gain a quick over-
view of Ukrainian dialects.

A lack of up-to-date manuals was also lamented by
Ukrainian students until

relatively
recent years. Since

2010 there has been a rapid increase in the publication of

a whole series of textbooks, study-guides and minor man-
uals on Ukrainian dialectology, mainly addressed to uni-

versity students and meant for didactic purposes and use
in seminars. Most of these recent introductions to Ukrain-

ian dialectology, partially replacing those classic manuals,
published in the Soviet period, do not substantially provide

new factual material.

The most used traditional books on Ukrainian
dialectology

are in increasing order of difficulty: Bevzenko (1980); Zylka

(1955; 1966) and Matvijas (1990). It should however be

pointed out that they were addressed to different reader-

ships and written in different periods.)

37 For further details, see:

http://litopys.org.ua/ukrmovajum 157 .htm;

http:// www 1. nas. gov. uaj institute s / iurn / Stru cture / Depart-
rnents / Department4 / Pages / dial_period. aspx)
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Zylko's works are generally considered a compromise be-
tween a monograph and a handbook on Ukrainian dialec-

tology. Zylko is usually recommended also by dialectolo-

gists of the Institute of Ukrainian Language of the Ukrain-

ian Academy of Sciences as a main reference on Ukrainian
dialectology. This book probably represents the most valid

account of different aspects of Ukrainian dialectology and
is illustrated with several maps which were particularly

useful in the decades preceding the publication of the Atlas

of the Ukrainian Language (ADM). Nevertheless Zylka's de-

scription, may not always be suitable for the practical pur-

poses of Ukrainian students-beginners, and even less so
for a foreign student approaching Ukrainian dialectology

for the first time.

Matvijas' monograph \"Ukrajins'ka mova i jiji hovory\"
(1990) is probably the most recent broad overview of

Ukrainian dialects.

Bevzenko's '\037Dialektolohija\" (1980), probably, still remains
the best preliminary insight into Ukrainian diatopic varia-

tion: it clearly summarizes the main features of Ukrainian
dialects in an accessible

way.
For this reason, it is still widely

used in University courses despite the increased number of

contemporary textbooks and manuals.

Additional short accounts on Ukrainian dialectology are
Hrycenko's contributions in the latest editions of \"The En-

cyclopaedia of Ukrainian\" (Hrycenko 2004: 146-151; 2007:

154-156).
Apart from the above-mentioned books whose approach is
theoretical-practical,

a few more manuals meant for class-
room work are listed in the

following
table:)
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Table 3)

HANDBOOKS FOR PRACTICAL SEMINARS

AUTHORS TITLE38 DESCRIPTION

Moskalenko Materialiv dlja praktycnych zan- The book supplies dialectal

( 1965-66) jut' z ukrajinslcoji dialektolohifi z texts from the region of Odesa.

metodycnymy rekomendacijamy
(Materials for Practical Classes
on the Ukrainian Dialectology

with methodological references)
Bevzenko Praktycni zanjattja z ukraj- The textbook

provides
a large

(1970) ins'koji dialektolohiji (Practical number of exercises drawn from

Clas.ses on Ukrainian dia]ectol- dialectal texts and questions
ogv) covering main dialectal topics.

Mohyla p 974) Ukrajins \037ka dialektolohija The book provides substantial

(Ukrainian Dialectology) theoretical material and tests
for the student. The practical
part relies heavily on Bevzen-

ko' s work.

Bevzenko Hovory ukrajins'koji movy (Dia- This textbook was a significant

( 1977) lects of the Ukrainian Language) step forward for practical use by
students. It is still widely used
for didactic purposes.

Bevzenko Ukrajins 1ca dialektolohija: This textbook covers all the the-
(1987) zbimyk prav i zavdan

j

(Ukrain- ore tical as peets covered in the
Ian Dialectology: collection of manual issued by the same au-
excercizes) thor in 1980.

Hlibcuk Praktycni zavdannja z ukraj- The textbook contains a number
(2000) insJkoji dialektolohiji (Practical of exercises covering all main

Assignments on the Ukrainian aspects of Ukrainian dialectol-

Dialectology) ogy: phonetic, morphological
and lexical. Moreover, the book
is complemented with a glossary
of dialectal tenninology.

Serdeha & Sa- Ukrajins
\037a diale.ktolohija The textbook compactly pro.

harovs 'kyj (Ukrainian Dialectology) vides an overview of previous

(2011 ) works on Ukrainian dialectol-

ogy. It combines theoretical and

practical parts. It is orientated

to the elementary needs of

classroom work. Main aspects
of dialectal grammar are dealt
with. A large number of exer-

cises and references comple-
ments this practical approach to

the study of Ukrainian dialects.)

38 The list of textbooks reported is not exhaustive. There are many

other contributions which could have been added, but the list
has

mainly
an illustrative purpose.)
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Outside Ukraine, among surveys on Ukrainian dialects

Shevelov's contributions should be mentioned.
Ample

space
is dedicated to some historical aspects of Ukrainian

dialects in his seminal work a \"Historical phonology
of the

Ukrainian language\" (1979: 35-40). Short classifications

and accounts of their idiosyncratic features can be con-

sul ted in the Encyclopedia of Ukraine (Shevelov 1984: 666-

667), and in the chapter devoted to \"Ukrainian\" in the vol-

ume \"Slavonic Languages\" edited by Comrie and Greville
(Shevelov 1993: 993-996). Some of the most representative

features of Ukrainian dialects are concisely reported in the
volume \"The Slavic Languages\" (Sussex & Cubberley 2006:

517-521).
In the German speaking countries a few short descriptions

of Ukrainian dialects 39 can be consulted in the third vol-
ume of

SociolinguisticsjSoziolinguistik by Ammon et at

(2006: 1861). A very few lines on Ukrainian dialects can be

found in the \"Einflihrung in die Slavischen Sprachen\"
,(Schweier 2012: 106-108).
In the voluminous and comprehensivesecond volume \"Die

slavischen Sprachen. Ein internationaler Handbuch zu ih-

ren Strukturen, ihrer Geschichte und ihrer Erforschung\"
edited

by Kempgen et al. (2014), explicit contributions on

Ukrainian dialects are absent. The only exception is
repre-

sented by Rieger's contribution in which the author pro-
poses a survey on Ukrainian dialectal Atlases within the

context of East Slavic dialectal Atlases (Rieger 2014: 2074-

2082).
Finally, it is worth underlining that the main phonetic fea-

tures (without experimental data) are traditionally well
outlined in Ukrainian handbooks. Lexis and phraseology

are also well illustrated. Studies on derivation and mor-
pho-syntax are generally more limited.)

39 Articles on Ukrainian dialects can be found in Horbatsch (1987).)
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1.3. Conceptual-terminological peculiarities of
Ukrainian dialectology)

The structural approach to the study of Ukrainian dialects,

distinctive of the first half of the 20 th

century, reached its

full expression in the 1960s. 40
It is characterized by a se-

ries of conceptual differentiations which are somewhat ex-
traneous to the west

European
and English dialectological

traditions.

The term \"dialecf', as mentioned in the introductory sec-
tion, implies a series of debatable issues. Its definition is

even more complex in East Slavic dialectology, and partic-
ularly in Ukrainian. In these languages, in fact, it func-
tions as a kind of

hyperonym to which minor dialectal

units are hierarchically subordinated. Many of these con-
ceptual units remain

misleading
for the majority of readers

approaching Ukrainian dialectology for the first time.
Therefore some basic terms of Ukrainian dialectology will

be introduced and discussed. 41 All other classificatory con-
cepts, particularly those which are less

frequent today,
will

be reported in the glossary at the end of the book. Famili-
arity with the Ukrainian dialectal terminology will be a

useful interpretational key to easily access Ukrainian dia-
lectal works.
Ukrainian

dialectology distinguishes
between at least

three main, and some minor, conceptual terms:)

40
This coincides with the period when Zylko published the last of

his three monographs dedicated to Ukrainian dialectology (1966).

41 The content of the section largely relies on a previous paper.
cr. Del Gaudio (2015: 11-15).)
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Table 4)

UKRAINIAN DIALECTAL UNITS)

hovirka) smaller dialectal unit; e.g. a dialect as spoken in a
sin Ie lace.

generic tenn to mean either a single, local dialect or
the dialectal varie of a localized area.

slightly smaller unit than the
nariccja.)

largest grouping of dialects.)

If we compare some fundamental definitions of dialectal
units in Ukrainian:

1) The language of one or more inhabited centresl com-

munities is called hovirka. A group of related
hovirky\037

sharing common features, fonns a ho vi r. Hovory

(hovors) which share common features belong
to par-

ticular group ofhovory. Large dialectal groupings of the

language} to which different hovory (dialects) belong
and which are shaped by common phonetic, grammat-
ical and lexical features are called dialectal groups.
Moreover,

the scholarly literature also uses the tenn

nariccja, with which refers to a larger dialectal
grouping. Another well-known term is pidnariccja
used in reference to a smaller dialectal group than that
covered by

the term nariccja. f...J The term dialect is

mainly used as a synonym for the term \"hauir\", and

sometimes also as a synonym of a group of hovors. At
the same time the tenn dialect may sometimes be used

as a general, familiar concept indicating different
tenito-

rial varieties of the language (hovirka, hovir) nariccja
and pidrlariccja) differing one from another to a certain

extent4 2
(Cf. Zylka 1955: 3-4).)

42
MOBa 001-\302\243020 a60 K1..nbKOX Hace.neHUX nYHKmiB H.Q3UBaembC5l.

zoeipKOfO. rpyna cnOpiOHeH.UX 20BipOK, 140 M.a1Omb Cnl..nbHi pucu,

ymeop1Oc 2oeip. roeopu, {40 MalOmb cntnb1-\302\243i pucu, BXOa51mb ao

neBH.of zpynu 20BOpiB. lllupoKi oia..neKmHi
yzpynYBa1-\302\243H5l.

..M.OBU

J-lapooy, 00 CKJlaoy .R1CUX eXOORmb) RK npaBUAO, pi3Hi 20BOpU (dia-
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2) A group of uniform hovirky, related to one another by
a series

of specific language features, differentiating

them, more or less clearly, from other groups of
hovirky, is called hovir.

A hovir is a territorially delimited dialectal formation
characterized by a certain number of dialectal fea-
tures. On a dialectal' map hovory are delimited one

from another by a bunch of isoglosses which intensify
in the border areas. In the meaning of hovir one also

uses the term dialect, although the latter also desig-
nates a

group of related hovory, characterized by a

system of common features, clearly differentiating this
group from ,another

group of hovory43 [Cf. Bevzenko

1980: 6].

3) The Ukrainian dialectal language is made up of larger
and smaller units, each of which appears on a specific,
delimited territory. The smallest territorial dialectal)

Jl.elCmu), UJO 06'coHY1OmbC5l. CnlnbHUMU cjJoHemUtiHlJ...M.U, zpQ.JW..amut.t-

HILMU i Jle1'CCUl{HUMU PUCaMU, 3BymbC5l oianeJCmHUMU 2pynaMU.
KpiM m020, B HaYLJi B/KUBaHUU UJ,e mepMiH Hapi'f.lUf., nia .flJCUJrL

p03YMiembC5l HauwupUle aia.n.eJCmHe yzpynyeaHKSI.. BioOMUU

maKOJK i mepMiH. niOHapi1.t1.Ul, O.Jl.R. n031-La1ieHJ-Lfl BYJK.1.l020, 1-t1JK

Hapit.t4.Jl, aiaJl.e1Cm1-i020 Y2pynYBaHH.5t. {...J Tep..AtiH aianercm
30e6inblllo20 BJICUBaembCJl 5lK CUHOHiM CllOBa

\302\25320Bip\302\273}
a iHooi - Jl1'C

zpyna zoeopie. llopJlO 3 lJUM mep.MiH Ul.a.n.eJCm t.LaCOM 3acmo-

cOByembC5l. 5lK 3Q2QJlb1-ie) poooee nOH.RmmR, l..lJO n03HQ\"4.ae pi31-ii

mepUmOpZaJl.bHi eiOMiHU 302QAb1-iOHapOo1-lof MOBU (20BipICa, 20 Bip,

Hapit.ttUl i nid1-iapit.t4.R)J JUci pl31-ffimbCR MbK: Co60KJ neBHUM 06C5l20M.

43 rpyny Oa1-tOmUnHUX 2oeipOK, U1,o cnopio1-le,-d MVK C06010 p5100M

cneLJucjJitlHUX M081-iUX 03H.aK, .5l1CUMU e01-iU 6i.n..bLU-MeHLU eiot.Lym1-Lo

eiOp13H5l.HJmbC5l Bio iHUlUX zpyn 20Bipo1'C, 3eymb 2oeopOM. Toeip -

ye mepUmOpiaAb1-LO OKpec..neHe oia.neKm1-te ymBopeHH.5l., J!Ke

xapaKmepu3yembC5l neB1-iOIO cYKynH.icmKJ oia.neKmHUX 03HaK. Ha
oianeKmoJlozitt1-iiiiKapmi 20BOpU eidMeJKOBYlOmbC5l

OOUH. Bla OOH020

naCMOM i302JZOC, Uj,o cKyn4.YfOmbCR 1-ta
n02paHU1.\302\243ttRX 20BOpiB. Y

3Hat.teH1-ii zoeip BJKUBaKJmb i mepMiH oianercm, XOt.{ OCma1-i1-t1M

n03Hat.ta1Omb maKOJK:. zpyny cnopiOHeHUX 20BOpiB, UJO xapaKme-

pU3Y1OmbC5l CUCmeMOIO cni..nbHux 03HaK J J!1'CUM.U 1J5l zpyna BUpa31iO

Bidp13mzcmbCSl Bid iHUlOf zpynu 2oBopi,e.)
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unit is hovirka. f...j The hovirka covers one or more
inhabited centres. The hovirky

are differentiated one

from another by a minimal number of dialectal traits.
The hovirky are delimited not on the basis of the lan-

guage features characterizing them but on the number
of traits

fonning
a microsystem. A group of related

hovirky forms a larger territorial unit called hovir or
dialect.

Hovory
are differentiated on the basis of a rel-

atively larger number ofphonetic, grammatical and lex-

ical dialectal features. The totality of related hovory or

dialects fonns the largest dialectal, territorial unit, i.e.,
nariccja 44

(Matvijas
1990: 9).

The clearest explanation for the western European reader

appears to be that of
Zylka.

He specified that the word di-

alect in colloquial usage is a kind of
'hyperanym', covering

all types of dialectal units and subunits, e.g. pidnariccja;
in this respect the term has a similar use to the western

European dialectlogical tradition. Furthermore, on the ba-
sis of the compared citations, one needs to point out that

. the hovirka
(zoeip1'Ca)

functions as a real communica-

tive system 45 . In other words, it is the minimal terri-

torial, structured dialectal unit which includes the)

44

YKpafHCbKQ OiQJl.eKmHa Moea CK..1l.aaaembC5t 3 6i.nbUlUX i Mel-lUlUX

OOUHUlJ,b) KO.JK.H.a 3 .7tKUX eucmynae Ha neBHiil 06MeJK:.eHiii mepu-
mop if. HailMefiULo1O mepumopia..nbHOJO iJiWleKmHolO OOUHUTJe1O e

zoeiprca. {...J rOeip1CQ oxorUlJoe OaUH a60 (pioUle) KUz.bKa 1iace.n.eHUX

nYfiKmiB. rOBip1'CU p03p13H.5HOmbC5l MDK. C06010 neeH010 1-le31iatlfiOlO

Ki.n.b1GCmHJ aia..neKm1-lUX .flBUUJ,. BuiJin5lHJmbCfl 20BipKU He 3Q Ha-
5lBHicmlO MoeHUX puc, xapaKmepHux mi..nbfCU OJl5l HUX, a 3a

cYKynfiicm10 JleUljJ, .flx:i
06'eaHY1OmbC5l B neBHY MilcpocucmeMY.

rpyna cnopiOHeHUX lOBipOK o6'ech-tyembC.5l e 6inbUlY mepumo-
pia.Jlb1-lY OOUHUIJJO

-
20eip a60 iJia.n.eICm. TOBOpU p03pi3H5llOmbCR

nOpieH5l.HO BeJl.UKOIO Kl..nbKicmJO cjJOHemUtl1-lUX, 2paMamU4.HUX i

.neKCU4J-tUX oian.eKmHUX puc. CYKynHlcmb CnOpiaHeHUX zoeopie a60
dia..neKmiB

ymBop1Oe Hai16inbWY OiQJl.ex:mHY mepumopianbHY

OOuHUlJ1O - Hapi1.f.1UI..
45

TOBipKa
- HailMeHwa OOUHU1J5l mepUmOpiaJl.bHOf iJucjJep eH

1.J i aTJif

aianeKmut{Hoi\"Moeu, Y cmpYKmypi MOB1-\302\243O-mepumopiaJlbHUX ymBo-
peHb (zoBipKa -

20 sip/ iJiOJteKm
-

Hapit{1.{5l) Auwe
ZOBipKQ

e
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language of one and, sometimes, more inhabited lo-
calities, on whose

territory
there is no significant var-

iation. A group of related minimal dialectal units, i.e.
hovirky, sharing similar characteristics but slightly

differing from other groups of hovirky, form the
hovory.

\302\267 A hovir or dialect can be therefore defined as a ter-
\"

ritorially well delineated, major dialectal unit unifying
a group of smaller units (hovirky). It is characterized
by

a specific number of similar dialectal features, e.g.
phonetic, accentuation, grammatical, lexical, phrase-
logical etc. On a dialectal map, these larger dialectal

units (hovory) are delimited by a belt of
isoglosses

which tend to intensify in the area where they border
other dialectal groups [Bevzenko

1980: 6]. The term

dialect can be used as a synonym of hovir. Neverthe-
less, this word may also designate a group of kindred

hovory characterized by a system of common fea-

tures, differentiating them from another group.
. In other words, dialect, in Ukrainian

dialectology,
be-

sides being used as a synonym for \"hovir\", may also
indicate, as a kind of 'hyperonym',

the largest dialec-

tal unit in the subdivision of the language territory in
vast dialectal areas, e.g. the northern dialects, the

south-western dialects etc. In this
sense\037 however,

Ukrainian dialectology tends to use the term \"nar-

iccja\" (7-lapi1.{t.{R).
This covers an en tire group of dia-

1ects on a large territorial scale, showing a series of

common linguistic features distinct from the general
characteristics of another dialectal group or nanccja.
Thus the

nanccja roughly corresponds to the largest

dialectal partition or dialectal group (main vernacu-)

peanbHOIO 1\\.OMYHix:aTJiuHOIO cucmeMOKJ, 3aco6oM CnUl1\\.YBaH.H5l

MeULKQH.tjiB OOH020, piiJwe K.UtbKOX \"liQce.neHUX nYH.KmiB, npUH-

lJunoeo pie1-L03Hat.t1-i01O MOBi. Cf. Hrycenko (2004: 102).)
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lar; a sort of a generalized dialectal-territorial varia-

tion), e.g. the Polissian dialectal group or northerndi-

alects etc.

. A slightly smaller unit that the nanccja and subordi-
nated to the latter is the pidnariccja.

The specificity of Ukrainian tenninology can be conceptu-
ally expressed in English only with a certain degree of ap-

proximation. Therefore, the term hovirka can be approxi-
mately

rendered in English as a 'local dialect' of a single
(distinct) inhabited community. Nariccja would be the
equivalent of a larger territorial group of dialects, and pid-

nanccja is a subgroup of the latter. The English word dia-

lect has evidently a larger semantic field, covering both the
Ukrainian concepts of \"hovory\" and cfhovirky\", even though
for the latter the word patois 46

or local dialect (cf. Ukr. mis-

ceva hovirka) may sometimes be used.
Finally, other important operational concepts are those of

convergence or integration involving linguistic, dialectal
unification \037

process of homogenization and divergence
or differentiation involving differentiation \037

heterogeni-

sation. The further terminological differentiation of dialec-
tal elements in: dialectal feature

(cf. ;:rJaAeKTHa plica) vs.

dialectal structure and microsysterns (cf. ,[(iaAeKTHa

CTpYKTypa Ta MHKpocHcTeMH) will be not dealt with here.)

1.4. Research aims and utility of Ukrainian

dialectology)

Ukrainian dialectology studies the functioning of the ver-

nacular language (cf. zyva narodna mova/ /KueQ 1-lapOOHa
Moaa) in all its diversification and variation. It examines

the geographic diffusion of dialectal phenomena, it sepa-
rates and delineates particular dialectal facts within the

dialectal system. In simple words, Ukrainian dialectology
describes territorial dialects (diatopic variation).)

46
This term derives from French dialectology.)
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In Ukrainian dialectology one can observe a clear separa-
tion between a social

dialectology (sociolinguistics) which

studies speech variation of particular social and profes-
sional groups, mainly within an urban environment and

dialectology.
47

The Ukrainian tradition also differentiates between a de-
scriptive and historical

dialectology.
The former adopts a

synchronic and statistic approach; the latter investigates
dialects in their diachronic dimension.
In

primary and secondary education, the knowledge of the
dialect spoken in a particular district is an essential con-

dition to individuate and avoid possible sources of inter-

ference, thus enhancing the level of standard Ukrainian.

Dialectology an,d its data are particularly useful for a more
accurate interpretation of historical documents and for a

more reliable reconstruction of earlier developmental
stages of Ukrainian (as with any other language). Local di-

alects often preserve language relicts of earlier phases

which may not come up in historical documents and
whose traces are apparently lost. There are cases\037 there-

fore, where only dialectal data can shed light on and ac-
count for the sudden occurrence of specific language ele-

ments in classical as well as in contemporary works of

Ukrainian literature. A preliminary knowledge of dialectal

facts helps to overcome some comprehension difficulties of

certain texts. This aspect links dialectology to literary

studies, in particular to text analysis and stylistics. Many

are the writers of the 19 th
and early 20 th centuries who

made use of dialectal elements in their works. From the
point

of view of the contemporary speaker they turned to

dialectisms in order to achieve special stylistic effects
(e.g.

typification of certain characters) or to render aspects of)

47 We shall return to this point in section 3.3.)
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geo-linguistic landscape and local culture. 48 This state-

ment is only partially tru.e since most 19 th

century
writers

used their regional language because there was no com-

plete consensus on which dialect to base a new standard

(cf. Danylenko 2015). For example, Bukovinian dialec-
tisms are found in Fed'kovyc and Kobyljans'ka; Podillian

elements in Svydnyc'kyj; Franko used elements from the
Sojko dialects; Lesja Ukrajinka

and Hlibov recurred to

Polissian; Ceremsyn to the Huculian; Slobodian elements
are typical of Kvitka-Osnov'janenko.

In addition, modern Ukrainian, in the period of its for-
mation and standardization (19th

century, first two dec-

ades of the 20th century) did not display a unified norm in
grammar and lexical choice. Dialectal differentiation

played an important role. Certain textual and author's id-
iosyncrasies (morphology, syntax, lexis, phraseology),

es-

pecially in writers of the 19 th

century such as Kotljar-

evs'kyj, Kvitka-Osnov'janenko, Sevcenko and others, can
be regarded from the point of view of the contemporary

Ukrainian standard norm as dialectal or, as some Ukrain-
ian sociolinguists say \"surZyk\".

49

Moreover, dialectal factual materials, besides their linguis-
tic interest, are also important for related disciplines such

as history, archaeology, ethnography, and cultural studies
in general.)

1.5. Research methods in Ukrainian
dialectology)

The most widely applied approach used in Ukrainian dia-

lectology to study and gather dialectal ITlaterial consists in)

48
Contemporary writers may also use elements of Ukrainian-Rus-
sian mixed speech (\"surZyk\")

to reach certain stylistic devices.
See: chapter 3.

49
Cf

.

. section 3.1.)
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the direct observation of the oral language of dialect speak-
ers and its notation. This task is generally carried out by
an expert with a linguistic/dialectological background.
In the case of a dialectological expedition, participants at-

tentively listen to the local dialect and identify (elicit)
its

characteristic features. At the same time, they study the
social composition of

the,,-indigenous population and geo-
historical background of the settlement.

Dialectologists usually get in touch with the local institu-

tions, for example the director of the local school and the
local council. The selection of informants - a fundamental

step in any research on language variation - is often car-
ried out thanks to the help of local teachers and employ-
ees. Informants have to be, as a rule, at least third

gener-

ation natives of the village who were not particularly mo-
bile and who did not move to another place for long periods
of time. Their speech has to be recognized as

typical
of that

.1.parncll ar communIty.
In a strict dialectal approach to language facts, one cer-

tainly needs to consider the interaction between standard
language(s)

and dialects. Many dialectal features tend to

disappear in time under the influence of the standard or

may be subject to modifications.

The selection of the most representative speakers of a spe-

cific dialect is traditionally considered to be an essential

step for a successful outcome of a dialectal expedition. As

a rule in (East Slavic) dialectology, the individuation of

those locals whose speech reflects the most archetypal fea-

tures of a given dialect remains a fundamental postulate.
50)

50
Zylko wrote to this purpose: \"lI.MI 3anHcy .u.iMeKTHllx MaTe-

piaAiB Ba)KAHBO .n.i6paTH caMe TaKi 06'CKTH, I..IJ.06 Mosa IX 6YAa

Hatt6iAblll THnOBOIO .lI.AH rreBHol rOBi pKH a60 jJjMeKTY [...].
,lJ,06HpaTH

06'CKTH ,lI,MI 3anHcy Tpe6a, .HK y>Ke 3a3HaYMOCb, 3

THnOBOIO ,lVill ,l(aHOrO HaceAeHoro nYHKTY MOBOIO. (...] 51K npa-

BHAO, cTapi AlO,lI;11 6iAhllIe 36epiraIOTb )I.aBHirni eAeMeHTH rOBOpy

(.n;iaAeKTY)\". Translation: \"For the recording of dialectal materi-
als it is important to exactly select those informants whose lan-

guage is the most typical of a specific dialect [...] One should
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Traditional field techniques of a dialectal survey can be
schematized in the

following points:

. language material has to be recorded from native in-
habitants who have always lived there and speak the

local dialect;
. informants have to belong to different age groups and

one needs to differentiate between:

a) speakers of the older generation who preserve in

their speech old and archaic features;

b) speakers of the middle generation (35-50);
c) young generation, for example school children, stu-

dents etc.
. transcribe / make a note of lexical items and lan-

guage forms within the context of a sentence. A rare
word

(from sayings, proverbs, tales and similar) has

to be accompanied by an appropriate comment.
. In case of doubt about a particular form, it is neces-

sary to ask and check with other informants. If it is

still unclear a commentary is appropriate.
. If a lexical item, a particular construction, has disap-

peared from the local speech, one needs to ask older

people about its usage and when, if possible, it died
out.

. Dialectal material is usually transcribed in a simpli-
fied phonetic (phonemic) transcription. Accent is in-
dicated on each

word, except for monosyllabic ones.

Much emphasis is also given to the authenticity of the

collected data, their systematization and the exact-
ness of their transcription.

Today dialectology also makes use of technical aids, such

as tape-recorders, video and other devices, since they al-
low the observation and analysis of speech fragments in

their functional context.)

choose those objects for the recording, as already mentioned,
which show the typical way of speaking of a particular settle-

ment. [...] As a rule old people better preserve the older ele-

ments of a given dialect\" (Zylka 1966: 273-275).)
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1.6. Transcription of Ukrainian dialects)

Transcription is a system of
symbols used for the written

representation of oral speech. Transcription can be defined
as a special notation system of oral speech which adopts a

series of symbols based \"on the contemporary Ukrainian

alphabet with the addition of specific graph.emes ,(letters)
from other alphabets, mostly from the Latin alphabet, and

diacritics (diacritical signs).
There are various types of transcription based on different

principles. The two main principles are:

1) the phonetic and

2) the phonematic transcriptions.
Phonetic transcription (also phonetic script or phonetic

notation) is the visual representation of speech sounds (or
phones),. The most common type of phonetic transcription

uses a phonetic alphabet, such as the International Pho-
netic Alphabet (IPA

or API). This notation system tries to

reproduce the phonetic characteristics of spoken language
with a high degree

of exactness.

A notation system that only reports the phonemes of a cer-
tain language without considering all its phonetic charac-

teristics is called phonematic / phonemic transcription.
In the Ukrainian dialectal practice one can find both kinds

of transcriptions depending on the aim of the researcher.
The Ukrainian dialectal transcription is based on the

Ukrainian alphabet. An exception to this generally ac-

cepted tradition, is a series of works describing south-

westem dialects which used a transcription based on the
Latin alphabet.
The phonetic transcription can show a different level of ex-

actness. It can be detailed or simplified (broad transcrip-
tion). In the first instance there is a large use of diacritics.

The latter, instead, tries to reduce to a minimum the dia-

critics.

The system of Ukrainian phonetic transcription can be

consulted in a few classic academic works, such as)
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Sucasna ukrajinsJka literaturna mova. Vstup. Fonetyka

(1969: 427-431); Sucasna ukrajinsJka literatuma mova.

Fonetyka. Orfoepija. Hrafika. Orfohraf1ja (Toc'ka 1981: 34-

38); Sucasna ukrajins'ka literatuma mOV,Q. Fonetyka.

Fono lohija , Orfoepija. Hrafika. Orfohrafija. Leksykolohija.

LeksikohrafIja (Bondar et al. 2006: 42-45). On the other
hand, systematization

and samples of a dialectal phone-

matic transcription is reported in the introductory section
of the AUM (1984), and in the classical books on Ukrainian

dialectology (cf. Zylko
1955: 19-27; Zylka 1966: 214;

Hovirky Cornobyl's'koji zony. Teksty 1996).
In the Ukrainian dialectal transcription, besides the usual

letters of Ukrainian alphabet (widely considered a phone-
mic alphabet): &, 6, B, r, r, 4, e, Z, 3, H, i, ii, K, A, M, H, 0,

D, p,c, T, y, c1J, x, U, 'q, m additional symbols are also

used.
The basic vowels are graphemically reported as they ap-

pear in the alphabet: a [a], e [E], i [i], B [I], 0 [J], Y [u].

Whereas their corresponding soft-variants: R [ia], 10 Uu],
e

\037r],
1 [ji] are transcribed as ua, uy, ue, ui if they convey

two phones (sounds); otherwise they are transcribed as

51 \037
a, 10 \037 y, \342\202\254-+ e, when they follow a palatalized con-

sonant; for example: nicH.R transcribed as nJicH.'a.

Diphthongs, although untypical for standard Ukrainian,
may occur in a few dialects, particularly in the northern or

Polissian group. They can be schematically rendered in the
following way:

Table 5)

Diphthongs Transcription Examples s1

[ie] \037 n'ietL, Xll.'ie6, Jl'iema

[w\037] yo KYOrt

\"

MYOcm

[WE) ye KyeH.
')

51 Due to technical difficulties, we could not represent the exact
sym bols

(ligature under the given examples).)
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The first type of diphthong occurs in certain positions as
reflexes of former [e] <t>. There are many more reflexes
than those represented in the table above as reflexes of

fonner [e, e, 0]. We have just mentioned the most typical
ones.
If the diphthong is rising (Ukr. Bucxiol-Lui1), it is usually
marked by an accent on'the second element; on the other

hand, if it is descendent (Ukr. cnaoHuu/ HU3xioHUii) on the
frrstone

(cf. Zylka 1955: 21).

As to other vocalic symbols:
. bL stands for non-labial high central vowel [i]52 (cf..

Russian), and it is typical of the Carpathian group of

dialects, for example: ruky (PYK:bL), nohy (H02bL);

chytryj (XbLmpbLu), syn (CbLN), dym (ObLM).
. a - closed

[0]
which mainly occur in some Carpathian

dialects: Kop6ey (kdr6vu; cow-ace.), COJl'i (sol'z),

6op01-l'im'i (boron'it'l), P03YM (r6zum), mOMY (t6mu) etc.

.
fj

-
high front labialized/rounded vowel 53: nyn (pun),

c1-tyn (snup), sYJl (viiij, agM (dum), nopfjz (poriig), cmYJl

I(Stii\037, Kopfje (kon1v), OOMfjfj (dom71ii) etc.

A few diacritics are traditionally used in Ukrainian dialectol-
ogy. The most common in vocalism are: (1\\) designating a

closed vowel, e.g. 6; a dash sign (-) Of, alternatively, two

graphemes (letters): 00 indicate a long vowel; a breve dia-
critic on top of the vowel shows a non-syllabic vowel; the

vowel stress is marked by an acute accent r), whereas the

tonic syllable is marked by a raised vertical line
f) usually

preceding the accented syllable, for example: 'mucha ('.M.yxa),
'6am J

lCO ('bat'ko)
cr. AUM (1984: 10).

The transcription of consonants, by and large, follows the
Ukrainian alphabet. Peculiarities, such as palatalization)

52 This should not be confused with the standard Ukrainian
pho-

neme /1/ <II> which is a high-mid front vowel. In narrow IPA tran-

scription: [J].

53 The realization of this phoneme is similar to that of German and

French /9:/ <u>.)
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(soft consonant), its absence (hard consonant) or the sof-

tening of a consonant are marked by a few diacritics. A

palatal consonant
(naAaTaAbHiCTb)

is marked by a (')54; the

softening by (').
In addition, a few combinations of letters through the use

of a ligature is meant to reproduce some phonetic charac-
teristics, for example

the affricates: /d31 (.n5k), Its/ (u:) and

similar.
. A small letter used on top of the consonant may show

either the sonorization of a voiceless consonant or, al-

ternatively, its devoicing:
. n6

, CJ, mfI., Ul)K, for example: MOAom'JJ.'6a (threshing).,

npoc'3 '6a {request, solicitation), oc 3
'oe (here is, there

is).
.

6rr, dr, \037, ./Kill, for example: iJy6
n

(oak), MOp03C (frost),
caiJr (garden).

A more detailed description of phonematic (phonemic)

transcription used in Ukrainian dialectology can be con-
sulted in the: Atlas of the Ukrainian Language (AUM 1984:

9-10); Zylko (1955: 19-27; 1966: 28-33); Bevzenko (1980:
21-24); Dzendzelivs'kyj (1987: 10-11) etc. Since dialects

may also display a different phonemic inventory than
standard Ukrainian, besides the basic guidelines reported

above, a researcher may develop his/her own transcrip-
tional system or adapt to

his/her own needs some of the

symbols and diacritics already illustrated. In the tran-
scriptions of western Ukrainian dialects, for example, a

Romanized alphabet has often been used.)

54
In some manuals and transcriptions one can also see the following
diacritic

(').
For technical reasons we have mainly adopted the latter

symbol in our
examples.

For details, see: ADM 1 (1984: 10).
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CHAPTER 2)

2. A classification of Ukrai.nian dialects)
\".)

2.1. A historic outline)

It is widely agreed that the Ukrainian dialectal territory
distinguishes three

major
territorial-dialectal macro-areas

(see Section 2.2.)

Historically Ukrainian dialects have not always been char-
acterized by this tripartite division. At the time of ancient

Rus', the population who lived on the territories which are
now part of

contemporary Ukraine formed two ethnolin-

guistic groups, one to the south-east, one to the south-
west. The differentiation between these two dialect areas

probably reflected the tribal division of the south-eastern
Slavic tribes.
The union of different tribal groups was characterized by

specific language features, and each tribe spoke its own

dialect.

There are historical linguistic reasons for assuming that
the ancient east Slavic vernaculars were related to those of

the tribes of Poljans, D(e)revljans, Severjans and northern

Volhynians; whereas the south-westem dialects were re-

lated to the dialects spoken by the southern Volhynians,
Ulici, Tiverci and White Croatians. 55

Mychal'cuk
associated the ancient north-eastern dialects

with the vernacular spoken by the Poljans and)

55 As mentioned in the introduction we have tried to anglicize some
of the most common ethnonyms to facilitate reading. These tribes
are also known as

Poljane,
De revljane , Dregovici, Dule bi, Sever-

jane, Volynjane, Ulici, Tiverci etc. Cf. Shevelov (1979).)
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D(e)revljans. While Severjans and Dregovicians belonged
to a transitional type between south Rusian and north

Rusian tribes. Within the south-western group Dulebs

were placed in Volhyn', Croatians in Galicia; Ulici and

Tiverci occupied Podillia and functioned as a transitional

tribe between north-eastern and north-western groups.
The relationship existing between Ukrainian dialects and

the language of the ancient east Slavic tribes, despite the
complex

historical-dialectal interaction and the appear-

ance of later dialectal features, is traditionally accepted in
Ukrainian

dialectology.
The fact that the original southern

borders of the northern dialects reached farther South
than

today,
is historically well illustrated by the initial sub-

division of the principalities of
Kyjiv, Perejaslav and

Cernihiv, core of the ancient Rus' (see Shevelov 1979: 206-
212) .
The postulate that

contemporary
south-western and

south-eastern dialectal groups originally formed a larger
dialectal entity (nariccja) is proved by

the fact that many

typical features characterizing the northern dialects can be
clearly opposed to the features of both southern groups

(Matvijas 1990: 32).
Northern and south-western dialects are historically re-
lated. All northern dialects, and the majority of south-

western ones, are more archaic if
compared with the

south-eastern group of relatively newer formation. 56
Both

groups are characterized by varying degrees of dialectal
differentiation caused by different factors:

a)
The reflection, to a certain extent, of the lan-

guage spoken by the ancient tribal settlements;
b)

The historical stability of the former feudal and
state-administrative borders;

c) Moderate migration waves towards these terri-

tories (ibid.).)

56 In simple words, there were two main dialectal areas: the north-
ern one and the southwestern one; the south-eastern part is a
result of the colonization in the 17 th -18 th centuries.)
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Although the interaction between the south-western and
south-eastern groups played a major role in the stabiliza-

tion of modern Ukrainian, especially from the second half
of the 19 th

century, the influence of the northern dialects,
particularly those used in the former Cernihiv governorate,

also had a fundamental role in the formation of modern
Ukrainian. The northern (east Polissian) dialects, in fact,

exerted a certain degree of influence on literary Ukrainian
in the early phases of its development. The literary (chan-

cery) language used in the 17th and 18 th

century Cossacks'

State (or Hetmanate) reflected north-eastem Ukrainian di-
alectal features. The cultural centres of this State: Ba-

turyn, Hlukhiv, Novhorod-Sivers'kyj, Starodub etc., were
situated on the territory of these dialects. The core of these

vernaculars was the region of Cernihiv. Worth mentioning
is the fact that the territorial extension of northern dia-

lects, at the time of Kotljarevs'kyj, also encompassed the
northern

part
of what is now the Poltava region. Therefore,

many features of east Polissian were present in the vernac-

ular spoken in this area. Today one can only observe tran-
sitional features converging towards these dialects (She-

velov 1966: 10).

The division into three main dialectal areas is mainly
based on a

totality
of common features in a large dialectal

entity, rather than on the differentiation of specific char-

acteristics. The \"Atlas of the Ukrainian language\" shows
that Ukrainian is divided into three main dialectal areas

by a belt of isoglosses reflecting phonetic, grammatical and
lexical phenomena.
The main criterion on which the south versus north delin-

eation is based is the part played by the accent in the de-

velopment of vocalism ,(Shevelov 1993: 947). In the north

the most important vowel changes took
place

under stress,

in the South they ran identically in stressed and un-
stressed syllables. This basic difference is supplemented

by some other distinctions in phonology, morphology and.

lexicon.)
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According to Shevelov (1993: 948}, the former two groups
already began to take shape in prehistoric times, while the

formation of the south-eastern dialects occurred in the
16 th to 18th centuries. It was at that time that the present
day south-eastern Ukraine, after being

reclaimed from the

Tatars by the Cossacks, was resettled or settled by people
from south-western and northern regions. The unity of the

south-eastern dialects was created by the dynamic migra-

tion processes and the mixing of population from territo-
ries of the two more archaic dialects.)

2.2. The Ukrainian dialectal territory)

The sum of specific dialectal features which characterize
local dialectal micro-units (cf. hovirky) can be traced back

to larger territorial variation. This diversification is tradi-
tionally conveyed into three major territorial-dialectal

groups:
1. a South-western group;
2. a South-eastern group;
3. a Northern

group.

South-eastern and south-western dialects share more

common phonetic features than northem or Polissian dia-
lects; the latter have quite a few specific features.

At morpho-syntactic and lexical levels, south-western dia-
lects preserve a number of distinctive peculiarities show-

ing a high degree of inner differentiation. Polissian dialects
also demonstrate considerable variation.

The most homogeneous group is represented by south-
eastern dialects. This group, with the exceptio11of the Cen-

tral Dnipro (Dnieper) sub-group, is of later formation than
the northem and south-westem dialects.
The dialects spoken in the Central Dnipro area, (zoeopu
cepeoHbof HaaaHinp51HU:!UHU), core of the south-eastern

group, also because of their high degree of homogeneity,
form the basis of modern literary Ukrainian. Despite their
lower internal differentiation, south-eastern dialects, if)
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compared to standard Ukrainian, still present a certain
number of distinctive features.

The following map will better illustrate the widely accepted
dialectal subdivision of the Ukrainian dialectal territory.)

Map 4: Ukrainian dialectal territory57)
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There are different classifications of Ukrainian dialects and

their subgroups. Nevertheless, these taxonomies do not
substantially differ one from another. The discrepancy

mainly concerns the groups to be assigned to transitional
areas, some dialectal subdivision (sub-groups) of south-

western dialects and the spelling adopted.
In the following table we shall report Shevelov's classifica-

tion of Ukrainian dialects (Shevelov 1993: 995), largely re-
lying on

Zylka (1966)
and Zilyns'kyj (1979).58)

57 http:/ jlitopys.org.uajukrmovajumI51.htm
58 His most important work, first published in Polish in 1932, was

revised and translated as A Phonetic Description of the Ukrainian

Language in 1979. Cf. Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine.
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Table 6: A classification of Ukrainian dialect)

UKRAINIAN DIALECTS

SOUTH-EASTERN NORTHERN SOUTH.. WESTERN

Steppe dialects Eastern Polissian Podillj a dialects
dialects

Cerkasy-
Poltava Cen tral Polissian South Volhynian dialects

dialects (Central dialects
Dnipro / Dnieper

dia1ects)\037
I
,

Slobozanscyna or Western Polissian Dnister dialects

Sloboda dialects and Pidljasian
dialects

Transitional Sjan dialects

dialects from north-

ern and southern

groups

Transitional Lemkian or Lemko
Ukrainian - Belarus- dialects

ian and Ukrainian-

Russian dialects

Bojkian or Bojko
dialects

Central Transcarpathian
I dialects

I

Hucul

dialects

Pokuttia

dialects

Bukovyna
dialects)

http:/ jwww.encyclopediaofukraine.comj display.asp?link-
path =page s %

5 CZ
%

5 Cl% 5CZilyn sky Ivan. h tm)
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2.3. Dialectal macro-areas)

Map 5: Subdivision of dialectal areas 59

(groups and sub-

groups))
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2.3.1. Northern I Polissian Ukrainian dialects)

The Polissian dialectal group covers a large area in north-
ern Ukraine. These dialects run geo-politically from the

Polish border in the west through the Belarusian in the
north and north-west and the Russian in the north-east.

This group extends towards the Ukrainian-Belarusian
transitional dialects of the Brest-Pinsk region in South-)

59
https: / / commons. wikimedia.orgj wikij Category: Linguistic_maps

_of_ Ukraine # / medial File: Map_of_ Ukrainian_dialects. png)
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western Belarus'. It is separated from the south-western
Belarusian dialects

by
a conventional line which goes from

the left bank of the Narev river to the Horyn river. The west-
ern boundary is delimited by the western Suh river where

the Pidljasian dialects are spoken. 60

The northern boundary of the Polissian group stretches

out approximately from the Horyn river in the South-west
along

the Ukrainian northern border. On the left side of

the Dnipro river (northern left bank Ukraine) these dialects

extend along a blurred line. They cover the region of

Cernihiv along the Desna river and they continue along the
Ukrainian -Russian bor,der.
The southern border of northern dialects is marked by a

bundle of isoglosses which stretch out along the conven-
tional line joining the following areas: district of

Wlodawa/Volodava (Poland), Volodymyr-Volyns'kyj (north
of Luc'k), Rivne (north of

Novohrad-Volyns'kyj), Zytomyr,

Kyjiv, estuary/mouth of Desna river towards the rivers Os-
ter and Sejm. Local dialects of Polissian type are also spo-
ken in the adjacent regions of Kursk, Belgorod and Voro-

nez (Russian Federation).
Northern dialects are historically based on the vernacular
spoken by

the east Slavic tribes of D(e)revlians and Sever-

jans. Dialectal variation and its successive differentiation
was the

consequence
of both intra-linguistic factors and

the specific historical development of the different territo-
ries. Worth noting is that Polissian dialects share many
common features with the corresponding south-western
Belarusian dialects.)

Most Ukrainian classifications 61

group northem dialects

into four subgroups:
1. Eastern Polissian or left bank Polissian;
2. Central Polissian or

right bank Polissian;)

60 Ukr. nadbuz'ko-polis kijpidljas'ki hovirky (Ha,u,6Y3bKo-noAicbKi/

ni,lJ.AfICbKi rOBipKH),

61
Compare: table 6.)
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3. Westem Polissian or Volynian-Polissian;
4. Pidljasian dialects or Nadbuz'ko-Polissian.)

Map
6: Approximate extension of Polissian dialects and

their subdivision 62)
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2.3.2. Generalized phonetic characteristics of

Polissian dialects)

The northern dialects, if
compared

with the south-western

and, especially, with the south-eastern ones, are charac-
terized by a

large
number of archaic features. These are

particularly evident at the phonetic/phonological level.
Many of its features, in fact, resemble older historical de-

velopments of Ukrainian without counterparts in modern
Ukrainian literary texts.)

62https: j juk.wikipedia.orgjwikij%DO%9F>iODO%BE%DO%BB%D 1%

96
%

D1 o\037B1 %01 0/081 %D! \302\260/oBF#jmediajFile:Ukraine-Polissya.png)
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Among the phonetic features generally associated with
Polissian dialects one can mention:)

Vocalism)

. Differentiation between accented and non-accented

vocalism.
. Presence of diphthongs instead of etymological [0] in

the new closed syllables with different outcomes de-

pending on the dialectal area and the role played by

the accent.

. The accented etymological [e] in newly closed sylla-
bles before hard consonants (if in the next syllable

drops the weak jer [b])
tends to develop into a diph-

thong. The monophthong: [i] is, however, possible.
The etymological [e]

however in a non-accented posi-
tion keeps its value osen' (oceHl 'autumn'.

. The outcome of former jat' [e] in stressed position is

the diphthong riel, and in some dialectal varieties the
monophthong [i]; e.g.: dJied (a'ieo) 'grandfather', lJies

(.Jl'iee) 'wood, forest', b'iedny{j) (6'ieo1iu(il) 'poor', na
vod'ie

(H.a eoa'ie) 'on-lac. the water', na kon'ie (Ha
KOH. 'ie) 'ahorse' etc.

\302\267 Outcome / aj in place of historic <e> in stressed po-
sition, for example: pjat', 'five'. In atonic position / e /.

\302\267
Akannja (non-accented [0] in the pre-tonic syllable is

pronounced almost like [a]) is particularly strong in
the eastern Polissian subgroup, especially in the

northern ones, as we shall see later; e.g.: karova
(Kapo8a) 'cow', vada (eaod) water' etc. However, it is

present, to a lesser extent, also in the Western and

Central parts of Right Bank Polissian.)
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Consonants)

\302\267 Different distribution in the opposition of hard vs pal-
atalized consonants, and voiced vs unvoiced conso-
nants.

\302\267
Hardening (loss of the palatalized correlation) in most
dialects of such co'nsonan ts as / r'l >

I r /, cf. burjak

(6YPHK) vs burak (6ypax) 'beetroot'; kurju (KYPIO)
vs

/rum (Kypy) 'I smoke'; zorja (30p.H) vs zora (30pa) 'star'.
The same can be said for / cl [ts] in specific phonic
combinations: [tsa, tso, tsu] or in sufflXes:

-C-, -ec-,

for example: ulycja (YAllIJ.SI) vs ulica (yAHu;a) 'street';
chlopec' (XAorreII.b)

vs chlopec (XAoIIe\037) 'boy'.

\302\267 Polissian dialects tend to keep the voiced consonants
at the word and morpheme boundaries before un-

voiced consonants, e.g. horod (20pOO) 'town', kazka

(1Ca31Ca)'tale', zub
(3y6)

'tooth' etc. Nevertheless voiced

consonants in some parts of Right Bank Polissian di-
alects, particularly in the Western areas, but also in

some eastern local dialects, lose their sonority before

unvoiced consonants in the middle of words, and par-
tially at the end of the word: sat (cam) 'garden', dup

(dy6) 'oak', zup (3yn) 'tooth', 2opoo\\m 'town', kaska
(1Ca(c)31Ca) 'tale', roskazati (poC1Ca3amu) 'to tell' etc.

There are however, isoglosses, which keep their gen-
eral characteristic of sonority: horod (zopoo) 'town',

rybka (pu61Ca) 'fish' etc.

. Epenthetic III after the labial in some verbal conju-

gation: spljat
J

(CIIAHTb)
vs spjat' (cn'HTb) \037to sleep'.

. Occurrence of the apheresis 63

, particularly in the

Eastern subgroup: za'dno (3a'oHo) vs zaodno (3aooHo)
'at the same time' etc.)

63 Omission of the initial sound of a word.)
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Morphological characteristics)

. Case marker of the dative singular in -u: brat-u

(6pam-y)
C:to the brother'; sel-u (ceJl.-Y) C:to the village'

etc. In the Volynian-Polissian subgroup, the ending
-ouy/ -evy,

as in standard Ukrainian, is largely dif-

fused.
. Nouns following the pattern of

ljudi (Jl100U) 'people',

hosti (2ocml) 'guests' occur with the genitive plural the

ending -ej,
for example: ljudej (.Jl100eu), hostel (2ocmeu)

etc.

. The endings of certain noun declensions depending
on stress. The accented e-reflex is visible in the dative

and locative singular of former -a stem nouns. This
reflex also affects the locative singular of the former -

a stem nouns, as well as the -ja and
-j6

stems. For

example: na zemlie (HQ 3e.MJl.-ie)
C:

on the earth', na

kanie (Ha K01-l-ie) 'ahorse' etc. The endings of the dative
and locative

singular
therefore are: -ie (or -I) and -e.

. All the following speech parts: nouns, adjectives, or-

dinal numbers and some pronouns evidence a paral-
lel usage of the ending -ojul -01O J -ojl -ou in the femi-

nine instrumental singular; e.g.: halavoju (2a.naeo1O)-

halavoj (2aJtaeou)
'with the head', taboju (ma6olO)

-

taba} (ma6ou) 'with thee/you' etc.
\302\267 All forms of adjectives and pronouns belonging to the

adjectival declension show in the nominative singular
masculine the short ending: dobry (oo6p-u) 'good'; mo-

lady (MO.JlOO-U) 'young'. The feminine and neuter ad-
jectives instead in the nominative singular might pre-
serve the ending -ja and -je respectively; e.g.: dohraja
(oo6p-a5l/ aja) 'good'; molodaja (.MoJlao-wt/ aja); takaja

(ma1C-Q5l/ aja) 'such'; dobroje (oo6p-oue\\-oje), (MOJlod-
oiie\\-oje). The same applies for the nominative plural:

dobryje (oo6pu-je), molodyje (MOJl.OOu-je).)
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\302\267

Dropping
of prothetic -n before 3 rd

person personal

pronouns: do joho (ao U020) 'to him', zjim (3 iM)1
'with

him' etc.

\302\267 Occurrence of archaic demonstrative pronouns sej

(cell), sja (CH), seje I(ce\342\202\254) 'this, that'.

\302\267 The infinitive may have either a soft ending -t' or a
hard (non-palatalized) ending -to For example: chodit'

(XO.lI. Hm 1 'to go', nosit' (Hocum 1 'to carry-imperf.', brat'
(6pam) 'to

take-imperf.'
but only in -ty: nestY/Hecmu

'to carry-perf.', vesty/ ee3mu 'to carry-perf.' if

stressed.

\302\267
Synthetic imperfective future of the type: chodytymu

(xooumUMY) 'I am going to go', chodytymes
(xooUmUMew.)

besides the usual analytical forms:

budu chodyty (6yay xooumu) 'I shall go-imperf.'.
In western Polissian dialects

(Volynian)
a future of the

type budu chodju (6yay xoaily) 'I shall go' is also pos-
sible.

In derivation one can note the presence of nominal suf-
flXes: -uchna (-yxHa); verbal suffiXes -ova-: kupovat'

(Kynoeam 1 'to buy-imperf.', torhovat (mop2oeam) 'to trade-

imperf.' etc.
At syntactic level one can observe:

. Construction to express the dative case with the prep-
osition k/ ik; e.g.: k sercu

(1C ceplJ,'-y)
'heart-dat.' etc.,

. Construction with the dialectal preposition lja (Jl..R), lje

(Jlc) (cf. Ukr. biljaj kola, Eng. beside, near, by) in a se-
ries of local dialects: lja chaty (Jl'a xamu); lje ljesu (A'e
JL

'iecy)
.

. Restricted use of the adversative preposition QJle

'but', often substituted with the
following:

ta (ma), dak

(oaK), QJ no (HO), nu
(HY)

etc.)
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2.3.3. Eastern Polissian dialects)

This subgroup embodies the dialects of the north-eastern

territory of Ukraine. These dialects include the region of

Cernihiv, the northern half of the region of Sumy and the

northem (left bank) districts of the region of
Kyjiv.

The

southern boundary of Eastern Polissian borders with the

Central Dnipro (south-eastern) dialects and runs
along

the

conventional line: Perejaslav-Chmel'nyc'kyj, Pyrjatyn,

Konotop, and along the river Sejrn, verges towards the
Russian dialects. Furthermore a narrow belt of northern

dialectal features also encompass the south-western part
of the region of Brjansk, more exactly the area around

Starodub (Starodubscyna), some districts of the regions of

Kursk, Belgorod and Voronez in the Russian Federation

(cf. Zylka 1966: 147-148).
Eastern Polissian dialects preserve many archaic forms.

They are considered to be the continuation of the dialects

spoken by the ancient East Slavic tribes of Poljans and

Severjans. The Eastem Polissian territory has been reduc-
ing its original extension as a

consequence of the expan-

sion of south-eastern dialects.
Eastern Polissian dialects do not form a consistent sub-

group. They are marked by a series of features and can be
further divided into smaller groups. Their southern part

overlaps with south-eastern dialects, thus forming a tran-
sitional-mixed area because of the interaction with the

south-eastern group.

Apart from the uttermost eastern extension of Polissian di-

alects (towards Russian) whose characterization has been
affected not just by their geographic position but also by

migration processes (Zeleznjak 2004: 674), a particular
group of dialects form a transitional type towards the Bel-

amsian language area. 64 The Ukrainian-Belarusian tran....
sitional dialects are characterized by the interaction of)

64 The Ukrainian-Belalllsian transitional dialects are situated in the
north and north-western part of the region of Cernihiv. They cover
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Ukrainian and Belarusian dialect areas. Therefore it is dif-

ficult to determine the origin of their dialectal basis: these
might be either attributed to the Ukrainian or to Belarus-

ian language area (cf. Zylka 1953; Zylka 1955: 77; Bev-
zenko 1980: 207-208).65

Some of the dialectologists who actively studied these dia-
lects include Hancov, Kurylo, Vynohrads'kyj, Zylka, Ly-

senko, Nikolajenko.)

Phonetic-phonological features

\302\267 Differentiation between accented and non-accented vocal-

ism. In unstressed position the number of vowels can vary

from 4 to 6 depending on the dialects; in stressed position
one can have

up
to 8 vowels,

. Preservation of diphthongs instead of etymological <0, e,
e>: vuol

(BYOA) 'ox', died (,n;ieJI.) 'grandfather'.
. Development of diphthong [ie] or, more rarely, monoph-

thong [i]
in place of ancient (etymological) [e] in tonic posi-

tion and
[e]

in new closed syllables: vieter (Bierep) 'wind';

piec (rrieq) 'stove, oven'.
. Akannja is a

widespread
outcome across these dialects:

halava (raAaBa) 'head', vadd (Ba,n;a) 'water'.
. Tendency in

specific groups of local dialects to the soften-

ing oflabials and le/ <q>
[tJ1

before [e]; Ic/ <q> is tenden-

tially semi-palatalized in word final position: noc'
(HOq.)

'night', piec. (nieq') 'stove, oven'.

. Hard realization or half-soft of voiceless affricate [ts]/ [\037]
in

word final position: otec' (oTeu.\") 'father' etc.

. A similar realization concems [r]/ [p): poradok (rrOpatl;OK)

'order' .)

the area placed between the northern part of the Dnipro line
(Ukrainian side)

and the mouth of the river Snov, including the

upper part of the river Desna down to Cernihiv. cr. ADM. Vo1.1 \037

map.
IX.

65 The current reality is rather complex and is the object of a special

research project carried out by the author.)
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. Substitution
[f] / [ciJ]

with [x] or [xv] \302\253XB)): chudbol (xy\03766A)

'football', chvara (xBapa) 'headlight'.

. Preservation of voiced consonants in word final position in
some dialects: zub

(3y6)
'tooth'.

. Loss of the semivowel / j / on the edge of preflX
and root

morpheme: vysla (BI1IllAa) 'she went out'.

. Apheresis.)

Morpho-syntactic features

. Ending of singular
masculine and neuter nouns at the

dative -u/ -y: bratu (6pary)
,

brother-dat.'; konju (KOHIO)

'horse-dat. '.

. Nouns, adjectives, ordinal numbers and some pronouns
evidence a

parallel usage of the ending -oju/ -010, -oj / -OR
in the feminine instrumental singular; e.g.: halavoju

(2aJlaeo1O)
-

halavoj (2anaBou) 'head-instr., with/by the

head', taboju (ma601O) - tabo} (ma6ou) 'with thee/you',
rukoju (PYKOIO), rukoj (pyxoii) 'hand-instr. with/by the

hand' etc.
. Dropping of prothetic -n in 3 rd

person personal pronouns:

dojoho ():(o Horo) 'to him', zjim (3 iM) 'with him'.
. Contracted forms of adjectives and participles in the nom-

inative singular (although the long form is also possible):
dobry (JI.66pM) 'good', stary (cTapl1) 'old' etc., and long

endings generally occur in feminine and neuter nouns at
the nominative singular and plural: douhaja (J1;6yraila)

'long', zouteje (:>K6YTeile) 'yellowish'.
\302\267 Infinitive with suffIX -t' / -T' in verbs with a vowel stem:

hamaniet'
(raMaHieT')

'to speak in a low voice', byt' (6lfT1
'to beat' etc.

\302\267
Analytic future of imperfective verbs: budu robyt' (6y.ny
P06HT') 'I shall do/make', budu slllchat J

(6yAY cAyxaT) 'I

shall listen' etc.

\302\267 The following prepositional constructs (phrases) are pos-
sible:)
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-
pomez + gen. in the sense of close, nearby (rroMe)K

+

pO,A. B. Y 3HaqeHHi 'rrOpHJI.', 'KOAO'), for example:
pomez skoly iyve (n6Me}K IIIK6i\\H

2KHBe) 'he lives

near the school';
- K (iK)+ dat. instead of do +

gen.: k bratu (K 6paTY) 'to
the brother-dat.', ik stalu

(iK CTaAY)
\037o the table-

dat. ';
,.

-
IJa/IJe (A'a, (A'e)+ gen. similar to Ukrainian bilja
(close): lja chaty (A'a X8..TH) 'by the cottage/house', lje

riecky (Ate pieqKll) 'near the river';
- zaza + instr.: zaza mnoju (3a3a MH6iiy) 'behind me';
- nau +

gen. (Hay
+ pOtI.. B. MH.): nau kart, nau murku

(Hay KapT, Hay MYPKH).

\302\267 Use of copulative and adversative conjunctions: da (,n;a),
dak

1():laK) 'but, so, and'.)

Lexis

These dialects have a high number of specific lexical items.
They share part of their vocabulary with adjacent Belaru.s-

ian and Russian dialects (southern group). Part of the east-

ern Polissian lexical stock 66 also has correspondences, for
historical reasons, in the Poltava and Sloboda dialects

(south-eastern group).)

Dialectisms in Ukrainian literary works)

Eastern Polissian dialectal elements can be found in the

works of Ukrainian literary authors. Features of the local
dialects spoken in the area of Brovary (region of Kyjiv) al-

ready occur in the work of Nekrasevyc (18 th

c.)
which still

belong to the old Ukrainian literary tradition. In the 19 th

century despite the fact that Kulis (1819-1897), one of the
main ideologists and activists in the

development
of mod-

ern Ukrainian, tried to use a relatively 'neutral' language)

66 For a list of examples, see: Zylka (1955: 80-81), Lysenko (1974).)
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in his works for he intended to create a language with pan-
regional features, some dialectal peculiarities can still be

detected in his writings (cf.
Del Gaudio 201 Ob). Barvinok

(1829-1911) also drew on the dialects spoken in rural vil-

lages
in her literary works.

Polissian dialectisms occur in the writer of fables Hlibov
(1827-1893). In the 20 th

century also Vasyl'cenko (1879-

1932), Tycyna (1891-1967) and the film producer
and di-

rector Dovzenko (1894-1956) turned to this dialectal

source
(Cf. Zeleznjak

2004: 674).

2,,3.4. Central Polissian dialects)

'Central Polissian dialects (also right bank Polissian) is one

of the three subgroups in which the northern dialects are
divided. It is spoken in the northem parts of the regions of

Kyjiv, Zytomyr and Rivne and it is separated by the
Volhynian dialects by a conventional line passing north of

Rivne, Novohrad-Volyns'kyj, the upper course of the river

Uborti, north of
Zytomyrand Kyjiv up to the junction of

the river Oster with the Desna on the left side of the

Dnipro. The western boundary dividing western (Volhyn-
ian) and central Polissian subgroups goes through the left

bank of the river Horyn' and along the latter up to the Pryp-
jat'. The Dnipro represents its natural border in the east.

The northern edge extends along the Ukrainian-BelanJ.s-
ian border with some transitional areas. These dialects

share, especially in their northern part, many common fea-
tures with Belarusian dialects.
Central Polis sian dialects were specifically studied by
Nazarova ,(1968; 1985); Nykoncuk (1979; 1994).)

Phonetic-phonological features)

One of the chief peculiarities differentiating central

Polissian from south-eastern dialects and standard
Ukrainian is vocalism. This can

appear
either as a seven-)
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vowel system aT, in some areas, it may have six vowels and

relics of diphthongs (Nykoncuk 2004: 581),..
\302\267 Non consistent akannja (0 > a in unstressed sylla-

bles). Akannja is prevalent closer to the Ukrainian-

Belarusian border (district of Cornobyl', region of Ky-
jiv 67

),;

\302\267 Relics of diphthong&68 instead of the original (etymo-
logical) <0> /0/ in the historical closed syllables: liO

[wo],
ue [we]. This feature is today basically confined

to the most northern areas of the central Polissian

group. One can observe in many cases monoph-
thongs, for example [u]: kut (KYT); kit (KiT) 'cat'.
A similar outcome also concerns the historical devel-

opment of [e]: siem (cieM) 'seven'; pastiel' (rrocTieAb)
'bed' .

\302\267
Sporadic occurrence of ukannja.

. Voiced consonants in word fmal position may become
voiceless in part of these dialects: dup (,n;yn) 'oak', sat

(caT) 'garden'. The lenition is also observable before a
voiceless consonant within the word: lexko (AeXKo)

'light'.)

Morpho-syntactic features)

The degree of variation at the morphological level can be

observed:

. The future of imperfective verbs displays both the
synthetic and the

analytic
forms: robytymu

(p06HTHMY) 'I am going to do'; budu robyt
J

(6yJI.Y

p061IT(1I) 'I shall do'. Worth of pointing out is the fact)

67 A comprehensive collection of dialectal texts (in Ukrainian tran-

scription) of the area of Comobyl' with commentaries can be con-
sulted in the volume

\"Hovirky Cornobyrs'koji zany\" (Hrycenko et

al. 1996).

68 Diphthongs began to disappear in the northern
territory

of the

region of Kyjiv already in the 1860-s and 1870-8 as reported in

Mychal 'cuk's materials. cr. Zylka (1955: 84).
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that this characteristic differentiates the central
Polissian from the eastem Polissian dialects.

. Noticeable is the trace of the old dual: dvi chaty (..n;Bi

xaTH) 'two huts/cottages'; dvi vikni (,n:Bi BiKHi) 'two

windows' etc.
. Contracted forms of

adjectives
and participles in the

nominative singular of masculine nouns: dobri

(JJ;o6pi) 'good -plur.'; syni (CHHi) 'sons'.

. Absence or very sporadic use of the ending -ovil -oBi,

-evil -eBi in masculine nouns of the second declen-
.Slon.

. No prothetic -n in 3 rd
person personal pronouns: do

joho (JJ;o Horo) 'he-gen.'; u jeje (y Menefee) 'u-prep.+

she-gen., by her'.
. Synthetic comparative forms of adjectives: sil'nejsi

(c'iL\\'H'eHIII'i) 'stronger';

. Typical syntactic constructions are: nas iyve troch
(Hac

}KHBe TpOX) 'we-gen./ acc. live-Verb 3 rd

pers.

sing. three-gen. I acc., three of us live'.)

Lexis)

Generally speaking, it can be said that Central Polissian
dialects share many lexemes with the neighbouring west
Polissian subgroup.69 Closer to the northem border they
share a number of lexical items with the corresponding
Belarusian dialects. The reality is more complex since the
dialecta11exis forms

specific areas which deserve a further

classification (Nykoncuk 2004: 581).)

2.3.5. Western Polissian dialects)

The dialects spoken west of the river HOIYn' (see: map 4)
up to the border with Poland are denominated west)

69 See: Zylka (1955: 85).)
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Polissian. These dialects were related to the so called Pid-
Ijasian dialects which were spoken west of the river Suh
and considered until the modifications of the borders be-

tween Ukraine and Poland (after II world war) as a separate
group.70 Western Polissian dialects are also spoken in the

southern districts of the region of Brest in Belarus'.
These dialects tend to be influenced by the South-western

group. The influence decreases farther north (Brest-Pinsk
area) .)

Map 7: River Horyn' (North-western border of West

Polissian)71)

Pyn-a....e)

DubrCwy2Ja)

Samy)

LUZh) t... Of>.top\

Rlwne)
HO'Ctlt6c:ha)

OslJOh)
Slawvta)

k,emene) Bcl'1epe.tJWk ..)

T ernopJl)

Chmel\037Y1)

70 Cf. Urbailczyk (1953: 5); Zylka (1955: 85).

71 https:/ j en.wikipedia.org/wikijHoryn_River#j mediajFile:Horyn. png
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As for this dialectal subgroup, an attempt was made in the
1990s

by Seljagovic
to create a Polissian micro-language

based on those Polissian local dialects spoken between
north-western Ukraine and South-western Belarus' (Brest

area). This endeavour was doomed to failure for a number
of reasons which will be not discussed in this introduction.

For further details, see Dulicenko (1995); Poljakov (1998).
An isolated experiment to codify the written language of a

single Belarusian village 72
was made by the Belarusian di-

alectologist Klimcuk. (cf. Nimcuk 2013: 14).)

Phonetic-phonological features)

The most
typical

features of western Polissian 73 are:

. Etymological [0] in the new closed and stressed
sylla-

bles gave, for the most part, monophthongs: [y], [If],

[i], [iH],
for example: kun' (KYH'} 'horse', vul (BYA) 'ox',

kyn' (KIfH'), vyl (BRA),
kiYn (Ki

H
H1, viY[ (BiHA), kin' (KiH'),

vil (BiA). The outcome may still be a diphthong in some
dialects. The few relics however tend to be replaced
by monophthongs.

\302\267
Monophthongs

are also the usual outcome of etymo-
logical [e], for example: [y], [y], [il], and often [i], for

example: prynus (rrpIfH'Yc), pryn 'us (rrpHH'yc), pryn'is
(npHH'ic)

'he brought-perf.', Zinka (2KiHKa) 'woman',

pic (rriq) 'oven', sist' (micr') 'six' etc. In some areas
however

[ie]
can still be observed.

\302\267 The result of jat' [e] <1:.>, independently from the

stress, is, in most cases, the monophthong [i]:
snih

'(cH'ir) 'snow', sino (C'iHO) 'hay', lis (A'ic) 'wood'. In non-
stressed position the outcome may be /1/ [II],

for ex-

ample: mysok (M If III OK) 'sack'; pysok (rrHc6K) 'sand'.
The diphthong [ie]

or [Ife] under stress can be found)

72

Worthy of note is that the dialectal feature s of Klimcuk's village
Symonovyci, for historical reasons, are ascribable to the north-
western Ukrainian language area.

73 Cf. Voronyc (2004: 196-197).)
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in a series of local dialects: lies
(A'iee) 'wood', tyesto

(T'HeCTo) 'paste, dough'.
\302\267 In unstressed syllables [eL [If] tend to merge: seylo

(ce u

A6) 'village', teyper (TeHnep) 'now'.

\302\267 Unstressed [0] tends towards [u]: houlubka (ryoAy6Ka)
'female pigeon', ku\302\260Zuch

(KYo\037x) 'sheepskin coat,

pelt'. .

\302\267 Velars [g, k, x] may combine with both
[i]!

and [y]: [ri],

[Ki], [xi] [rll], [1m], [Xli], especially in the northern part
of these dialects: roki (poKi) 'years', murachi (MYPaxi)
'ants', noci (Hoqi) 'nights'.

\302\267 Voiced consonants before voiceless consonants and

in word final position tend to lenition: solotko
(C6AOTKO),

solodko (C6AO;J;KO) 'sweet', moras (MoYp6c)

'frost', sat (caT) 'garden'.
. Occurrence of prothetic consonants

[v], [h]:
houves

(roYBec) 'oats', hoko (r6KO) 'eye', vulycja (BYi\\Hu.'a)
's treet'.

. In some northern local dialects stressed [a] preceded

by [j] goes to [e]: jebluko (He6AjTKo) 'apple'.)

Morpho-syntactic features)

The most typical features are:

. Widespread occurrence of the ending -ovy/ -OBH,

-

evy I -eBH at the dative singular of masculine nouns:

synovy (CHHOBH) 'son-dat.', bratovy (6paToBH)

'brother-dat.', dubovy (\03760BH) 'oak-dat.'.

. Ending -y I -II /1/ at the dative and locative singular of

feminine nouns irrespective of the group declension:

vysny (BHIIIHH)

- na vysny (Ha Bli IlIHH) on the cherry
tree', lypy (AHnw)

- na lypy (Ha AllIIn) 'on the lime
tree' .

. Use of parallel endings -ami -aM, -ach/ -ax and -oml-

OM, -och/ -ox in the dative and locative plural
of mas-

culine nouns: volam (BOAaM) 'crop', volom
(BOAOM),

sto-

lam (CTOAciM), slolom (CTOA6M) 'table'.)
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. Infinitive endings in -ty I -TH and -cy I -LJ.H: chodyty

(XOJ(HTH) 'to go', nosyty (HOCHTH) 'to carry', mohcy
(MOr1.IH)

'to be able/ canl may', peYcy (neH(K)qH) 'to

bake'. Cf. South-western dialects.
.

Analytic
future of imperfective verbs of the type: budu

chodyty (6ylIY XO,lJ;HTW)
'I shall go' and mu chodyty (MY

XO)1.HTH).

. Derivation: nominative suffIX -yskol -HCKO which may

also occur in other Polissian and south-eastern dia-
lects.

. Syntactic constructions of the type: nas bula dvoch

(Hac 6YAO \037BOX) (instead of Hac 6YAO l{BO\342\202\254)

,
we were

two'; meni bolyt' holova (MeR'i 60AHT' roAoBa) instead of
u mene bolyt' holova

(MeHe
60i\\HTb rOAoBa) 'I have

headache'. Cf. South-westem dialects.)

Lexis)

The word-stock of western Polissian dialects preserves
more archaic semantic and lexical traits than the other
Polissian subgroups. At the same time its vocabulary is not
homogeneous

and may have different origins: a layer of
territorial words, for example, is Polish. 74

Some western

Polissian (Volhynian) lexical features occur in the works of
L. Ukrajinka (1871-1913), in particular in the piece

(drama-feerie) \"Lisova pisnja\".)

2.3.6. South-western dialects)

The south-western group covers the dialects spoken in the

south-western regions of Ukraine.

In the north these dialects border with the northern
(Polissian) group;

in the east the line separating the south-
western group from the south-eastern one goes approxi-

mately through the following inhabited centres: Fastiv,)

74
For more details, see: Zylka (1955: 88-89; 1966: 172-1 73).
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Bila Cerkva, Stavyse, Tal'ne, Pervomajsk, Tyraspol', and
along the lower part of the Dniester.

This group of dialects developed on the basis of the East
Slavic vernaculars spoken in the South-western part of the

Rus' of Kyjiv by the Dulebs, White Croats (Sili Chorvaty),

Ulici, Tiverci, Volhynians\"etc. Generally speaking it can be
said that these dialects, besides their own innovations,

also preserve a certain number of morphological, syntac-
tic, lexical and, to a certain extent, phonetic

features which

resemble former historical phases of Ukrainian (Zylko
1966: 173-1 74). Moreover, this dialectal

group is charac-

terized by considerable internal differentiations due to the
complex historical development of the south-western lands

from the time of the Kievan Rus' until the 20 th

century.
The

presence of various, and often changing, political-admin-
istrative borders connected with different European politi-

cal states and the influx exerted by foreign languages on
the local vernaculars determined a higher degree

of inter-

nal dialectal variation.

Dialects based on the south-western type are also spoken
in some areas of

neighbouring lands such as Moldova, Ro-

mania, Hungary, East Slovak Republic and Poland. The
variety of Ukrainian spoken by many immigrant commu-

nities in former Yugoslavia, Canada, USA etc. tend to be
based on a south-western varieties. A bundle of isoglosses

separates this group from south-eastern dialects. This line
reflects the ancient border between the principalities of

Galicia and Volhynia (11
th

-13
th

c.).)

According to the classification suggested by Hrycenko

(2004: 480), south-western dialects can be further divided

into subgroups. Each subgroup covers in turn smaller

subtypes. Ukrainian dialectology distinguishes:)

1. Volynian-Podillian dialects
(Ukr.

BOAHHCbKO-

IIot\\:lAbCbKa rrtn;rpyrra) are spoken in the historical ter-

ritories ofVolhynia and Podillia, and include two sub-

types:)
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\037 the South Volhynian (Ukr. BOAHHCbKHH rOBip);

\037 Podillian (Ukr. rro):{iAbcbKHH I'oBip).

2. The Galician-Bukovynian sub-group (Ukr. I'aAHL(bKO-

6YKOBHHcbKa II\037I'pYIIa)
is spoken on the historical

territories of Galicia and Bukovyna and includes the
following

sub-dialectal types:

\037
a) Upper Dnister dialects (Ukr. H aJTA HicrpHH-
CbKllH roBip);

\037
b) Pokuttia-Bukovyna dialects (rroKYTcbKo-6y-

KOBHHCbKHH rOBip);
\037

c)
Hucul or east Carpathian (Ukr. ryUYL\\.bCbKHH

rOBip);
)io>

d) Upper Sjan (HaJI.csrHcbKHH I'oBip);)

3. The Carpathian subgroup (KaprraTcbKa rri;::r;rpyrra) in-
cludes:

?
a)

the Sojka dialect or north Carpathian (Ukr.
60HKiBCbKHH rOBip a60

rriBHi1:JHOKaprraTcbKHH);

>-
b) the Transcarpathian dialect (Ukr. 3aKap-
rraTcbKHH roBip) can further subdivided into:

\302\267
Central Transcarpathian (Ukr. cepe\037HbO-

3aK.apnaTcbKHif),
\302\267

South Transcarpathian (Ukr.

rri..n;Ka pna TCbKllH / IIiB\037eHHoKa p rra
TCbKHH) ;

\302\267 Lemko dialect (Ukr. AeMKiBcbKKH rOBip).)

Because of the high degree of local variation and classifi-
catory differentiations which go beyond the introductory

scope of this manual, we shall only report the most gener-
alized features of south-western dialects considered in

their entirety. For a closer examination of these dialects

and their subtypes, see: Zylko (1966: 173-181); Bevzenko
(1980: 208-209); Shevelov (1979: 35-40). ADM,

vol. 2.

(1988); Hrycenko (2004: 480-481).)
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2.3.7. Generalized features of South-western
dialects)

The features which differentiate south-western dialects

from the northern and south-eastern groups tend to in-
clude most of its dialectal area. A number of dialectal idi-

osyncrasies display a specifically local character without
equivalent in the other two main groups (Ukr. nariccja).)

Phonetic-phonological characteristics)

Vocalism)

. Etymological [0]1
and

[e]
in new closed syllables both

in stressed and unstressed position> [i], e.g. kin', viI',

pryn'is, pic (Ukr. KiH', BiA
\"

rrpHH'ic, rriq) 'horse, ox, he

carried-perf.,oven'; in part of the Carpathian dialects
one can have a different outcome: a >

[u] (y), [11] C), [y]

(H), e.g. kun', kiln', vul' etc. (Ukr. KYH', 1GfH', eYJl), alt-

hough analogy may give [i] (i).
. In all dialects, including the

Carpathian,
the old jat'

[e] (t), in both accented and unaccented positions, >

[i], for
example: ['is, d'ido, b'ida, b'eside, l'itati etc.

(Ukr. Jl'ie, a'iaa, 6iaa, 6ee'iaa, Jl'imamu) 'wood, grand-
father, trouble/misfortune', conversation',

to fly-im-

perf. '.

. Intensive or moderate ukannja: tendency to approxi-
mate unaccented /u/ to jo/, for example:

ho u lubka/2o Y
./ly6Ka 'pidgeon'.

. Unaccented [e] and [y] tend to merge: Zyeve, ceHAo

(}!{HeBe, scY'lo) 'he lives, village'.

. The articulation of
[1] <y> merges to [e] in Pokuttia-

Bukovyna dialects, for example: beyke (6eH

Ke; '6HKH1

'bulls', zeto ()KeTo; 1KHTO') 'rye'. In Carpathian dia-

lects, instead, there is the more central and backward

vowel [i] <bI>; for example: bylyj6bIAbI 'they were',

byky/6bIKLI 'bulls' etc.)
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Consonantism)

. Phoneme I g/ (r)
with its 'hard' and 'soft' realization is

typical of a part of south-western dialects, for exam-

ple: g'it (r'iT) 'heat/trial' : k'it (K'iT) 'cat';
. Dispalatalization of Ir'/

in many dialects. Carpathian

and part of the upper Dnistrian dialects make an ex-
ception. Compare:

zor'a (30p'a)
-

zorja (30pja) 'star'\",
r'ad (p'ad) - rjad (pjad) 'row, line'.

. Devoicing of consonants before voiceless consonants
and in word final position: vidkazaty /BmKa3aTH

vs

vitkazaty I eimX:a3amu) 'to answer I reply-perf.';

VaZkO/BmKKO vs vaskol eaUlKO 'heavily'; ZUb/3y6 vs
zup/3yn 'tooth' etc.

. Absence of germination (doubling of consonants) in

neuter nouns of the zillja 'herbs'
(3iAMI) type in the

majority of south-western dialects, except in part of
south-Volhynian local dialects;

. Absence of epenthetic III after labials in the 1 st per-
son singular and 3 rd

person plural of verbs. This is

particularly evident in the Galician-Bukovynian sub-
group: lub'ju (AI06'1O)

-
lublju (AI06AIO) 'I love' etc.

\302\267
Change

of palatalized d'
(\037'),

t' (T)
> g', k'; for example:

d'id/\037'iA > g'idlr'i/J.., t'isio/T'icTo > k'istO/K'icTO
'dough' .

\302\267
Alveo-palatalization of palatalized dentals: Is', z', c'l
in some south-western dialects, particularly, in west-
ern Dnistrian and

Sjan dialects: s'vit (c\"Bim) 'world',
z'vir (3\"eip) 'beast', dz'vin (o3

H

eiH)
'bell'.

\302\267 Inversion and vocalization in many south-western di-
alects of the old consonant group Th, lD, rb, lb >

yr, yl,

er, el etc., for example: kyrvavyj (KbLpBQ.BUi1, KUpBa-

8UU, K:epeaeui1) 'bloody' etc.)
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Morphologic and syntactic characteristics 75)

South-western dialects, like all other groups, are charac-
terized by some specific features. These are particularly
evident in word formation and inflection.

In morphology one may note:
\302\267

Specific derivation\037.' suffIXes: -anka -aHK(a), (n)-yc'a
(H)-HlI.'(a), -l'a (-A'{a) which are not found in other dia-

lectal groups: stemanka (cTepH'8.HKa), buracanka

(6ypaQfuIKa), voroZil'a (BopO)K]A'a) etc. (Hrycenko
2004: 481).

\302\267 The dative and locative singular of soft-stem feminine
nouns is represented not by -i

(i)
but by -y (11), with a

further hardening of the stem final consonant: na
zemli

(Ha 3eMAi)
- na zemly (Ha 3eMAH) 'on the earth'.

. The majority of dialects has lost the intervocalic [j] (it)
at the instrumental singular of I declension nouns,

and u (y) in post-vocalic position > U: -ojy >
-oy; for

example South Ukrainian rukoju 'hand' [InstrSg] vs
Southwest Ukrainian rukou 'by hand'; holovoju

vs

holovoll 'with/be the head' etc. Moreover, in some di-
alects, under the influence of the II declension nouns,

changed the ending -aU. in -om, for example: holovom,
rukom etc. Both endings may

occur in some dialects.

. The feminine genitive plural has not
-ej

but -ijjyj: Ukr

noce) 'nights' [GenPl], southwestern Ukrainian dia-
lects: nocy).

. Neuter nouns end in -e
\302\253bje)

without showing the

gemination of the preceding consonant, compare: ve-
siZe

(BeciA'e)

-
vesillja (BeciAM1) 'wedding'; zyte (JKHT'e)

- zyttja (2KHTTH)
'life' etc.

. The dative singular of II declension masculine and
neuter nouns have the ending -ouy (differently

from

the northem dialects which have -u, and south-east-
ern which may have both endings), e.g. chlopcevy

(x..nony.eBu) 'boy-dat\"J didovy (.l(i,lJ.OBII) 'grand father-)

75
See: Zylko (1966: 182-190); Shevelov (1993: 996); Hrycenko

(2004: 481-482).)
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dat.', dachovy (,l(axOBll) 'roofs-dat.' etc. Nevertheless,
the ending -u is also possible in some Carpathian lo-

cal dialects: bratu (6pamy) 'brother-dat.', druhu

(OPY2Y) 'friend-dat.', sylu (CUlly) 'strength-dat.' etc.

. Adjectives and ,adjectival pronouns in the nominative
plural have a contracted form: dobri braty (t:(06pi

6paTH) 'good brothers', mali diti (MaAi ,AiTH)
'small chil-

dren', nasi syny (Harni CHHH) 'our sons' etc. Long
forms are significantly rarer; they may appear

in part

of the Carpathian dialects, particularly in the neuter
of adjectives, e.g. maloje dytja (MaAoIe ,l(llT'a) 'small

children' .

. Southwestern dialects preserve various archaic fea-
tures; for example, besides the pronoun / conjunc-
tion seD

(\037o) 'what', Transcarpathian local dialects

also have the form sto (liTO) that'; the form co
(qo)

'that' can be found in Pokuttia-Bukovyna and in some
south Podil1ian dialects.

. The demonstrative
(anaphoric) pronouns are: eej

(\037eH), c'a (\037), ce
(\037e), sej (cell), s'a (C.H), se (ce), toj

(Toif), ta (Ta), toe
(Toe) 'this, these'; cataphoric pro-

nouns are: to), ta, to, tamtoj (TaMToii), tamte
(TaMTe),

lamto (TaMTO) 'that, those'. These pronouns have their
own local correlation.

. In most local varieties, southwestern dialects pre-
serve clitic forms of personal pronouns, e.g. dative
singular my (MH). These forms are used along the long
ones, compare: dat. sing. mi

(Mi)
or mni (MHi

< MbHt)
vs mini (MiHi) 'me-dat.'; ty (TH)

- tebe (Te6e) 'you -dat.',
ti (Ti), tja: ja bacu t'a

(H 6aqy T.H) 'I see thee/you'; vin

(BiH)
- jemu (:H\342\202\254MY), jimu (HiM)') jomu (HoMY) 'he-dat.,

to him' and enclitic mu
(MY): jak mu ne zaplatyty (51K

MY He 3aIIAaTHTH) 'how you can't pay him' etc. To-
wards the south-eastern

boundary
the form meni

(MeHi) 'me-dat.' prevails.
\302\267 Possessive pronouns may have a contracted (syn-

thetic) and long form: vs momu
(MOMY)

vs mojomu

(MO:HOMY) 'my'.)
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\302\267 Infinitive is usually formed with the suffIX -ty (TH)

which is not reduced to -t' (Tb) as it may happen in
other dialectal groups, for example: braty 'to take',

cytaty 'to read', chodyty 'to go' etc. In addition, west
of the line Kovel' -

Volodymyr-Volyns'kyj
- ZbaraZ-

Chmel'nyc\037kyj and along the right bank of the river

Usyca, many southwestern dialects show infinitives
in -cy after the velars /k g xl: bi(h)cy 'to run', mohcy
'to be able to', pe(k)cy 'to bake' etc.

\302\267 In the first person singular of the present tense the
verbal forms keep the alternation .z

- Z (3
-

2K), t -
C

(T
-

q), S - S (c - ill): vozyty (B03HTU)
'to transport-im-

perf.'
- vow (B02KY), tratyty (TpaTHTH) 'to spend/ to

waste' - traeu
(Tpat.!y)

etc.

\302\267
Tendency in Dnistrian, Carpathian, Bukovyna dia-

lects, to replace the epenthetic [1] (A)
in the first person

singular of verbs belonging to the former IV class:

lublju vs lubju 'I love'; kuplju vs kupju 'I will buy-perf.'
etc.

. In some dialects the third person singular and plural
of verbs has the non-palatalized ending -t

(-T):
vin cho-

dyt (BiH XO;!HT) vs vin chodyt' (BiH XOJtHTb), hovoryt

(roBOpHT), vony hovorjat (BOHII I'OBOpHT) vs vony

hovorjat' (roBopHTb) 'they speak' etc.
. There are different cases of contraction in the verbal

conjugation of some SW-dialects. The third person
singular of the present tense (II conjugation), for ex-

ample, if the stress falls on the stem, is shortened: vin

chode (BiH xOJI..e) vs vin chodyt' (BiH XOJI;HTb) 'he goes'
etc.

. The future tense of imperfective
verbs can be built ac-

cording to two pattems:
a. analytically with the auxiliary buty (6YTH)

'to be';

b. synthetically with the former auxiliary jaty (5lmu)
'to begin'.

The analytic forms of buty also have two forms: future tense

of buty + old past participial forms in -11, (-Ab, -Ae, -AO, -Mi),

for example: ja budu kazau (.a 6yay 1Ca3afj)
'I will tell'; ty

budes robyla (mu 6yoeUl po6Wla) 'you will do' etc. These
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forms are typical in part of Volhynian, Dnistrian,Sjan and
west Podillian dialects. The other type of future with buty is

the same as in standard Ukrainian: budu + infmitive. The

construction with jaty: cytatymu (qHTaTHMY) etc.
. The reflexive particle -sja is able to function as it does

in Polish, as a separable word- and sentence-enclitic,
and not just as a verbal suff1X as it does in the stand-

ard East Slavic languages: standard Ukrainian vin

b'je\"tsja
'he beats himself, south-western Ukrainian

dialects vin bJe\" sjajvin sja bJe'.
The particle -sja (-C5I)

can precede the reflexive verb

or can be in postposition as in standard Ukrainian;
. Syntactic construction:

prep.
k + dat., for example: k

tobi (K T66i) 'to-dat you' instead of do tebe
(\037o Te6e)

'to-gen. you' in some dialects. 76

. Possessive constructions of the type: maty (to have)
+

accusative (inanimate) instead of genitive (animate),
compare: maju dity (MaRy .AiTH)

vs m,aju ditej i(MallY

\037iTeH) 'I have children'.

Southwestern dialects, particularly the Carpathian sub-
group, have preserved several archaic syntactic features.

Some of these features are shared with other bordering
languages, e.g. Polish,

Slovak etc. Some of the more well
known facts include:

\302\267
Compound predicate with the copula je (e) which is

largely diffused in all southwestern dialects: vin je

masynist (BiH \342\202\254
MaIIIHHicT)

'he is machinist'; rika je
syroka (piKa \342\202\254

IlIHpoKa) 'the river is wide' and similar.
Parallel constnlctions without copula, as in standard
Ukrainian, are also used.

\302\267 Construction of the type: mene bolyt' holova 'me-ace.
ache-3 rd

pers. the head, I have headache' instead of u
mene holova bolyt' 'u-prep. +

gen. ache-3 rd
pers. head,

I have headache'.)

76
Cf. Polissian dialects.)
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Lexis)

The lexis of south-western dialects is composite and spe-
cific. On the one hand, some of its dialects, e.g. Carpa-
thian, preserve a number of archaic lexemes with corre-

spondences in Russian and Belarusian dialects. Fonns
which were typical of old Russian are continued in south-

western dialects and can be found in northern Russian 10-
<

caldialects, for example: vice
(Bi\037e) 'public meeting', bryc

(6pH\"9:) 'razor', vepr (Benp) 'wild boar' etc. This attests the
lexis of ancient East Slavic tribes 77

(Zylka 1955: 107).
Other lexemes are shared with other Slavic languages, in

particular with west Slavic ones. On the other hand, a cer-
tain number of regional and local words reflect successive

adstrata of neighbouring languages which overlapped in
consequence of

historical-political factors.

South-western dialects have significantly contributed to
the development of the modem Ukrainian lexis.

Many
are

the words of west Slavic origin, in particular Polonisms.
Numerous German, Romance and international lexemes
have been borrowed through Polish. Elements of south-

western dialects occur in the literary works of such

Ukrainian writers as Fed 'kovyc (1834-1888), Stefanyk

(1871-1936), Kobyljans'ka (1863-1942), Franko (1856-
1916) and others. 78)

2.4. South-eastern dialects)

The South-eastern group includes the regions of Charkiv,
Luhans'k, Donec'k, Poltava, Zap

0 rizzja, Dnipropetrovs'k,

Cherson; most of the territories belonging to the regions of

Kirovohrad, Cerkasy, Mykolajiv and Odes a; the southern

districts of the regions of Kyjiv and Sumy. Moreover, this)

77 See: theory of lateral areas (Bartoli 1945).

78 For more details, consult: http:/ jlibruk.in.uajmap.html)
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dialectal type is also present in Crimea and in the neigh-
bouring

Russian regions of Belgorod, Voronez, Kursk and

Rostov (cf. Map 5).
Dialects of south-eastern type are also spoken among

Ukrainian settlers in some areas of the Russian Federa-

tion, and more precisely in the regions of Kuban, Krasno-

dar, Stavropol', along the Voiga and in Siberia. Moreover,

they form conspicuous communities in Kazakhstan and
north Kirgizstan.

The northern border of south-eastern dialects is marked

by the line: Korostysiv (south of Kyjiv)
-

Pryluky
-

Konotop
- and along the river Sejm towards the Russian

language
area. They border in fact with the Polissian group

and, mainly, with the east Polissian subgroup.
South-eastern dialects are sepaIated from the south-west-

ern group, more precisely from the Volhynian-Podillian
subgroup, by the line: Fastiv, Bila Cerkva, Stavysce,

Tal'ne, Pervomajs'k, Anan]iv. In the east they border with
south Russian dialects.
The south-eastem

group
includes three subgroups:)

1. Central Dnipro (cepe,lIJfbOH\037HiI1p.HHCbKHH) or, ac-

cording to the classification reported in table 6, Cer-

kasy-Poltava dialects;

2. Sloboda dialects (cA0602KaHCbKHH);
3. Steppe dialects

(crenoBHH).)

The Central Dnipro (Cerkasy-Poltava) subgroup is of older
formation and belongs to the core of Ukrainian historic di-

alects. Modern standard Ukrainian, especially in phonet-
ics and morphology, basically relies on this group. Sloboda

and Steppe dialects are, on the other hand, of recent for-
mation. They are the result of

migration waves (17
th - 18 th

c.) from the historical Ukrainian territories towards the
new acquired lands of steppe Ukraine and Sloboda. In the)
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following sections, besides an overview of the main fea-

tures of south-eastern dialects, we shall also outline the
Central Dnipro subgroup and

briefly represent the Sloboda

dialects because of their historical significance in the for-
mation of modern literary Ukrainian. The following map
shows the extension of Ukrainian dialects compared to the
Russian language territory

at the beginning of the 20 th
cen-

tury:)

Map 8: Dialectal map of the Russian language in Europe
( 1914)79)
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2.4..1. Generalized features of south-eastern

dialects)

For the reasons expressed above,
south-eastem dialects

are the most similar to modern Ukrainian in their struc-
ture and tend to be more homogeneous than northern and

south-western dialects. For a more precise description of

the most typical south-eastern dialectal features and their

territorial, cartographic distribution, see: ADM
(2001),

vol.

3.

The south-eastern dialectal group covers the largest terri-
torial extension of the three groups. It expanded over the

last century including areas which once shared character-
istics of northern types, e.g. the area around Perejaslav-

Chmel'nyc'kyj (Zylka 1955: 156).
Dialects of other languages are spoken in some parts of the
south-eastern territory such as, for example, Bulgarian,

New Greek, Moldavian. In the area of Sloboda, Steppe
Ukraine and in language islands of the region of Odesa 80

Russian dialects are also spoken. The latter have to a
greater or lesser extent been affected by Ukrainian dia-

lects. Some of these dialects merged with Ukrainian dia-

lects, others better preserved their original characteristics

(ibid.).81)

Phonetic-phonological characteristics)

The basic phonetic features of south-eastern dialects do

not show substantial difference from standard Ukrainian.
Variation has mainly a localized character.)

80
Cf. Barannik (2001).

81 See: Some Russian based mixed dialects, a kind of local Russian-

Ukrainian mixed speech \"surzyk\" is potentially possible but it
must be restricted to a few dialectal areas.. The latter should be

distinguished by the Russian variety of Ukraine or Ukrainian

Russian. See: section 3.1.)
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South-eastem dialects have a six vowel system which ba-
sically coincides with the vocalism of standard Ukrainian.

Nevertheless, some local dialects may still preserve vocalic
traits of northem type. In some local dialects, for example,
maintenance of etymological [0], [e]

in non-accented posi-

tion: besed,a (6eceJta) 'conversation', posoy (nomcy) 'he
went-perf.' and similar. ..)

Vocalism)

\302\267 Ikavism (e.g. in new closed syllable, followed by a re-
duced D or b) [0]

>
[i]. This change took place inde-

pendently from the accent: kin'
(K'iH') 'horse', mist

(M'icT) 'bridge', radist' (pa,r(iCT') JOY' etc. On the other
hand, in those dialects close to the Polissian area, one

can still find relics of diphthongs. This is observable
in the

parallel
use of a few prefIXes: do-(,qo) 'up to/un-

til', po- (rro-) 'along/ over / on', pro-(rrpo-)
'about' vs di-

(.ai-), pi-(rri-), pri- (IIpi-): dostat' (,ltOCTaTb) vs distaty
(.DjcTaTH)

'to get from/ to take out-perf.'. The same can
be said about some prepositions used as

prefIXes:
od

(0)1.) vs vid (Bi,rrJ 'from-prep. ': oddaty (O)l..[{aT') vs vid-

daty (Bi)u{aTH)
'to give back/to return', od tebe (O,lt

Te6e) vs vid tebe
(Bi.,A Te6e) 'from you', od chaty (O.A

xaTH) vs vid chaty (BiJJ.. xaTH)
'from home' etc.

. Oldjat' [e] >
[i]

in all positions and independently from

the accent: did
(..z:r.'i..n) 'grandfather',

bida (6'i,n;a) 'mis-

fortune/trouble', besida (6ec'iJta) 'conversation/ in-

terview' etc. In a very few cases one can still find the

intermediate stage [e] towards IiI.
. Ukannja in some dialects

[0]
tends to [u): tu\302\260bi

(Ty
o

6i)

'thee-dat.', puozar (nyo)Kap) 'fire'.

. In some dialects there is no clear differentiation be-

tween the phonemes /el and jy/ in non-accented po-
sition: nyesu (HHeCY)

'I carry', zeyve (JKeHBe) \037e lives',

s ye 10 (CH
e

AD) 'village'.)
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Consonantism)

In the consonant system one can note the following
characteristic features:

. Realization [x], [XB]
instead of the phoneme If/ in

many dialects, for example: xeipm1Ca (chvirtka)
'wicket/small gate', tuchli

(TyxM) 'shoes', chvabryka

(xBa6pHKa) 'factory', buchvet (6YXBeT) 'buffet' etc.

Worthy of note is the fact that [fj was originally ex-

traneous to (East) Slavic dialects. This phoneme is
still absent in Belarusian and in part of south Rus-

sian dialects. It was often replaced by [p] in many
historical documents until it became established in

Slavic languages under the influence of foreign lan-

guages and their loan-words.
. In many south-eastern dialects, with the exception

of Steppe dialects, the following voiced consonants:
Ib, d, z, z, gl are not subject to devoicing even be-
fore voiceless consonants: dub

Cz::\037y6) 'oak', moroz

(MOp03) 'cold', rybka (pH6Ka) 'fish' etc.
\302\267 The affricates Idz/ [.lOR], jdzl [)t3J, /dz'/ [\0373']

are

often replaced by Idl [,lIJ, 12/ [)K], /z/ [3], for exam-
ple: chodju (x6.n.'y)

'I go', zvonok (3BOH6K) 'ring, bell',
ierelo (>KepeAo) 'source' etc.

\302\267 Alveolar or medial 11/ [A'], typical of Po1tava dia-
lects, instead of hard 1, which is acoustically per-
ceived as half-palatalized: holova (roA-oBa) 'head',
moloko

(MOA-OKO)
'milk'.

Widespread use of palatalized /r'/: rjama (p'aMa) 'frame',
hrjanyca (rp'aHHI.(a) 'boundary, limit', kobzar

(Ko63ap1

'an itinerant player on the kobza'.)

Morpho-syntactic features)

Morphological characteristics are evident in verbal conju-
gation:)
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\302\267

Ending
-ovi (-oBi), -evi (-eBi) in the dative singular of

masculine nouns. In some cases, one can
register

the

ending -u (-y), for example: bratovi (6paToBi) vs bratu
(6paTY) 'brother-dat.'.

\302\267 The nominative and accusative plural of adjectives,
participles, pronouns and numerals have the short
(contracted) form: hami dity (rapH'i ,A'iTH) 'beautiful

children' etc.

\302\267 Verbal infinitive has the ending -ty (-TH). In some dia-
lects the parallel ending -t'

(-T1 may prevail: robyt'

(p06HT) vs robyty (p06HTH) 'to do'.
\302\267

Synthetic future of imperfective verbs: bratymu

(6paTHMY)' 'I am going to take'.
. Large use of elliptic (contracted) forms in the third

person singular of I declension of verbs: zna (3Ha)

'he/she knows', duma (\037a) 'he/she thinks', pyta
(ITHTa)

'he / she asks' etc.

. In the verbs of II declension in the third person sin-

gular one has the forms: nose
(H6ce) 'he/she carries',

robe (p6Ge) 'he/she does', laze
(A8..3 e)

'to climb, to

crawl'. The latter are typical of Sloboda and Steppe
dialects.

. At the syntactic level one can report the use of the

conjunction de tne) 'where' which often replaces the

relative pronouns, adverbs and conjunctions kudy

(KY,qH) 'where-direction', laky} (.HKHH) 'who-rel.'\037 sea

(111.0 ) 'that-conj.'.
The conjunction ale (Me) 'but' is of-

ten replaced by tak
(TaK),

ta (Ta), a (a), no (HO) and nu

(HY).)

Lexis)

The lexical component of south-eastern dialects is by and

large closer to standard Ukrainian than the
vocabulary

of

other dialectal groups. Nevertheless, there are also words,

which kept their local and/ or regional character, even if)
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used by some writers, and were not overtaken in standard
Ukrainian.
The lexis of certain south-eastern subgroups are charac-

terized by a number of borrowings from Turkic languages,

Bulgarian, Romance languages. In some dialects, espe-
cially the Steppe subgroup, one can note a number of old

and new Russian words, taken from the adjacent Russian
or island dialects.
Elements of south-eastem dialects can be detected in lit-

erary works of classic Ukrainian writers such as
Kotjar-

evs'kyj (1769-1838). Features of the Central Dnipro dia-

lects appear in Hulak-Artemovs'kyj (1796-1865). Hrebinka
(1812-1848) drew from these dialects but also used fea-

tures of northern type.)
\302\245

2\"5,, Central Dnipro (Cherkasy-Poltava) dialects)

This dialectal subgroup is spoken on both sides of the

Dnipro south of the line: Fastiv, Perjaslav-Chmel'nyc'kyj,
Romny and a little south ofUman'. It is separated from the

south-western group along the line: Fastiv, Bila Cerkva,
Stavysce, Uman'. The eastem boundary is marked by the

Sloboda dialectal area.

The Central Dnipro dialects cover the southern districts of

the region of Kyjiv, the south-west districts of the region of
Sumy, the regions of

Cerkasy, Poltava, the northern dis-

tricts of Kirovohrad and Dnipropetrovs'k. It is one of the

archaic dialects of the south-eastern macro dialectal area,
thus representing its nucleus (Hrycenko 2004: 179).
As

previously mentioned, the underlying phonetic system,
the grammar and the basic lexical-stock are the closest to

the modern standard. The vernacular spoken between the

Kyjiv and Poltava area formed the basis for the develop-

ment of modem literary Ukrainian, and later, with the sig-
nificant contribution of south-western dialects and their

literary variants, of standard Ukrainian. Therefore, the dif-
ference between the Central

Dnipro
dialects and standard

Ukrainian is not significant. Nevertheless, these dialects)
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also evidence their own peculiarities. Scholars who studied
these dialects include: Buzuk, Varcenko, Doroskevyc,

Zylka, Kryms'kyj, Lysenko, Martynova, Mychal'cuk, Mo-

hyla, Prokopova, Samilenko, Tkacenko.)

In phonetic-phonology one can mention:)

\302\267 The change /0/ > Iii is not consistent in the northern
part of Central Dnipro dialects. Therefore, beside the

standard forms, one may have: kostka
(KocTKa)

'bone', parah (rrop6r) 'threshold'; radost' (pci,z:(OCT') joy'.
. Unaccented / e/ may have different outcomes: [ey], [I]

<y>: seYlo (ce
H

A6) as in the standard language, pohryb

(rr6rpH6) 'funeral'; in some local dialects:
[e)

>
[a

e
]

taeper (Taerrep) 'now', maene (MaeHe) 'me-ace' etc.
. Change 101 >

[au], [u] (ukannja) especially in the syl-
lable with stressed i, u, for example: Qubid (oY6'\037)

'lunch'.

. Non consistent development of /0/ which may also be
realized as

[a]: pahanyj '(rraraHMii) 'bad', hancar

(rawIap) 'potter'.
. In some Poltava dialects hard III may be alveolar

[1-]82,
for example: bula (6YA.a) 'she was', moloko

(MOA'OKO) 'milk'.
. A few prothetic vowels can appear at the

beginning of

word. In some dialects, particularly those closer to the
northern boundary, the prothetic vowel is absent:

ucho (Yxo) 'ear'.

. In many cases one can observe a softening of the fol-

lowing consonants: / d, t, z, 5, n/ +
/ i/ (which derives

from /0/ or lei).
. Retention of the hard ,oJ

soft correlation of t .-
t', c - c',

r '\"\"'

r'; in some dialects also z - z and c - c' before / aj :
los'a

(AoIll'a,
BOA6 q

r

aT ) 'foal, colt'; 'to harrow'.)

82 This peculiarity is also known as softened <I> or Poltavian.)
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. Simplification of the affricate / dz/ >
[z]: zvin, zerkalo

(3BiH, 3epKaAo) 'bell', 'mirror' or inverse process.
. Change of / g/

>
[h] ([r] > [I']): dzyha, hudzyk (,l\\3ll ra,

rY\0373HK) 'whirligig', 'botton'.

. Different realization of the phone [fJ

>
[x], [KV], [xv]:

chvabryka (XBa6pHKa) 'factory', chorma (x6pMa)

'form' .
. The opposition: voiced\"\" voiceless consonants is basi-

cally retained. In some left bank dialects, a process of

devoicing may take place both before a voiceless con-
sonant or in word final position: odtkazaty (o,n;TKa-

3aTH) 'to refuse'.)

Morphological characteristics)

Some of the most widespread morpho-syntactic features
are:

. Prevalence of the ending -ovi, -evi in most of the dialec-
tal area. Dialects closer to Polissian dialects: -u.

.
Ending -y at the genitive of singular feminine nouns:

soly, radosty (c6i\\H, PMOCTH), 'salt-gen.', Joy-gen.'.

\302\267 The genitive plural of feminine nouns may have dif-
ferent endings: -iu, -yU,

-au (-iy, -MY, -oy): bab/babii1

(6a6/6a6iy) 'old woman-gen.', sester/ setryu (cecTep/
ceCTpHY) 'sister-gen'.

\302\267 In the oblique cases of personal pronouns epenthetic
[H]

does not occur in all dialects: na jomu (Ha li6MY)
na njomu (Ha HbOMY)

'on him'.

\302\267 Infinitive with parallel ending -ty and -t':
(XO.ZI.H

TH i

XO.ZI. MT '); in Poltava dialects: -t: chodyt (XO.ZI.HT)
'to go /

walk' .

\302\267 The third person singular of present and future
tenses may either have the typical -t' or without it:

chodyt' vs chode (X6,n;HT'; x6,n;e) 'he/she goes'. The
third person singular of

present tense of verbs of the

I declension with the -j stem can either show a con-
tracted form: slucha, zna (cAYxa, 3Ha) or a full one:)
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sluchaje, znaje (cAYxaHe, 3fI8.i1Ie) 'he j she hears,
knows' .

\302\267 The future tense of imperfective verbs can be ex-

pressed with the analytic and synthetic forms: budu

robyty and robytymu (6yAY P06HTH i P06HTHMY) 'I
shall jwill do, I am going to do'.)

2.6. Sloboda dialects)
...)

As already mentioned, Sloboda dialects are of relatively
new formation. They originated from the settlement and

colonization of the Sloboda 83 Ukraine which began in the
16 th

century,
and intensified during the 17 th

century.

This subgroup borders with the Central Dnipro dialects,
more precisely with the Poltava dialects in the west; in the

south with the Steppe dialects approximately along the
line Krasnodar - Izjum. In the east and in the north they

are in contact with the Russian dialects and in the north-
west with the Eastern Polissian.)

Phonetic-phonological features

. Stronger ukannja than in the corresponding Central
Dnipro

dialects.

. Akannja in those dialects closer to the Russian lan-

guage area.
. Okannja as a hypercorrection against the ukannja in

some eastern Sloboda dialects.
. Palatalized realization of / d, t, z, s, c, 1, n/ before [i].
. Two phones [mn] replacing [j]

in words with a palatal-

ized consonant followed by 'a [ja]: mn'aso
(.M1-l'aco)

vs

mjaso (MlacojM'RCO) 'meat'.)

83 Also transliterated as Slobids'ka Ukraine.)
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Map 9: The Sloboda Area 84)
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Morphological features 86)

\302\267 Parallel endings in the following cases:

Genitive of plural nouns: hrosej vs hrosij (rp6II.Ieii
i

rp6rn

'

iiI) (money-gen';

Dative of plural nouns: konjam and konim
(K6H

'

aM i

K6H'iM) 'horse-dat';

Instrumental of plural neuter nouns: teljam, teljom,
teljatom (TeA'elM, TeA'oM, TeA'8.ToM) 'calves-instr.'.

\302\267 Short form of adjectives in the nominative plural:

tuzy (qYJKH) 'strange, foreign'; dobry CLl66pn) 'good'.
This is more typical of the northern part of the area.

\302\267 Absence of the prothetic [n] in the oblique cases of
personal pronouns: za joho, jeju (3a Horn, Iteiiy) (for

him/her'.
\302\267 Parallel endings in the infinitive: -t' and -ty.
. No consonant alternation in the 1

st
person singular of

verbs in the present tense: vozu instead of uodZu
(S03'y vs

B6)I)Ky)
'I lead' etc.

. Parallel endings in the third person singular and plu-
ral of the verbs of I and II conjugation (probably due
to overlapping/interaction): chodyt and chode

(X6)J.HT'

i xO)J.e) 'he goes'; nosjat' and nosut' (H6c'aT' i HOC'YT')

'they carry'.)

Lexis)

Sloboda dialects share many lexical elements with the Pol-

tava dialects (Central Dnipro), with Eastern Polissian and
also with southern Russian dialects.

Features of Sloboda dialects, more exactly those of the lo-
cal dialect spoken in the area of Charkiv

87
, are abundantly

reflected in the works of Kvitka-Osnov'Janenko (1778-
1843), unanimously considered the first prose (novel))

86 cr. Hrycenko (2004: 608-609).

87 Village Osnova. Today part of the city of Charkiv.)
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writer of modern literary Ukrainian. There are quite a
number of lexical and grammar peculiarities in his works.

A few illustrative examples could be the use of the locative

plural with ending -am: po chatam (no XaTaM); verbal suf-
fIX -ova: rozkazovav (po3Ka30BaB)88 etc.

For a more complete account of the writer's language pe-
culiarities, see: Bevzenko (1978: 76-78); Dictionary of

Kvitka-Osnov'Janenko's works (1978-1979); Venjeceva

(1976) etc.

2.7. Steppe dialects)

Steppe dialects cover a vast surface of the Ukrainian

steppe and Donbas area. They border with southwestern
dialects

(Podillian type), Central Dnipro and Sloboda dia-

lects in the north and north-west; with the Moldavian dia-

lects in the south-west and with Russian dialects in the
east.
Steppe dialects are of most recent formation as a conse-

quence of various waves of migration \\vhich took place be-

tween the 18th and 19th centuries. Ukrainian settlers

mainly came from the Central Dnipro area, Podillia,

Volhyn' and, to a certain extent, from Polissia and Sloboda.
Settlers of other nationalities actively participated in the

development of these lands.
These dialects are historically based on the Central Dnipro

and Sloboda subgroups with elements of northem and
south-western types. In some areas, and in different

phases of their development, they were also influenced by
Russian, Bulgarian, Moldavian and, to a lesser extent, Ser-
bian,

Greek and German dialects. This explains a certain

degree of heterogeneity. For this reason, some dialectolo-

gists (cf. Bevzenko 1980: 239) tend to split Steppe dialects
into smaller territorial subdivisions:

a. Steppe Dnipro
dialects (cTerroBi Ha\037Hi-

rrpSlHcbKi) ;)

88 Cf. standard Ukrainian: po chatach; rozkazuvav.)
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b. East Steppe or Donec'k dialects
(C\037HOCTeIIOBi

/ \037oHe\037bKi);

c. west Steppe dialects (3\037HocTerroBi);
d. south Bessarabia dialects

(niB.L{eHHO-

6ecapa6chKi) .

For a characterization of the main dialectal features, see:
Bevzenko (1980: 239-240); Hrycenko (2004:646-648);
AUM

(2001) vol. 3.)

Map 11: Ukraine Steppe
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Finally, an extension of steppe dialects towards the south-

east, outside the Ukrainian state border, can be consid-

ered the so called Balacka dialects a Balacka designates

those steppe dialects spoken in the Kuban and Don areas.
The term itself derives from Ukrainian and means \"to

speak\", \"to talk\" (cf. Ukrainian zoeopumu, 6ecioyeamu,)

89
<t>i3HKo-reorpacpi'tfHe paiiOHYBaHHH (ni)J;pyqHHK)

http://ukrmap.su/uk-g8j 883.html)
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6aJlaKamU; Russian 2oBopumb) 6eceooBamb). This designa-
tion originally meant the dialects of the Ukrainian lan-

guage spoken in the region around the Kuban river.
The term was later extended to mean the dialects spoken

by Cossacks living in Russia (Don, Terek, Ural etc.). Three
basic varieties of this vernacular can be distinguished:)

1) Kuban;

2) Don;
3) Mountain

(cf.
Russian gorskaja Balacka).)

The first variety, i.e. the Kuban one, is the closest to
Ukrainian and represents a continuation of the Ukrainian

south-eastern dialects spoken in the 18 th

century.

It is widespread in the Taman peninsula. The 1897 Rus-
sian census attributed this

way
of speaking to Ukrainian

or, in the terminology of those days, to the \"little Russian

language\". The Kuban Balacka undeIWent a process of
constant Russification during the last century. Today

it is

classified just as a dialect of Russian. 90)

90 For more details and a characterization of this dialect, see:
Tkacenko (1998); Vasyl'ev (2010).

http://www.rbardalzo.narod.ru/7 / balachka. h tml;

http://www.kubanska.org/gramatyka.htm (13.02.2016).
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CHAPTER 3)

3. Topical issues in Ukrainian dialectology)

In this chapter we intend to briefly introduce some topical
issues often neglected in most traditional and contempo-
rary works on Ukrainian dialects. Manuals on Ukrainian

dialects tend to illustrate the Ukrainian dialectal territory
as if it were a static unit, unchanged since the middle of
the 20 th

century. They do not always reproduce the real

situation of contemporary diatopic and diastratic varia-
tion} and recent language policy trends.

In the present work, for practical and illustrative reasons,
we also adopted a stereotyped approach in presenting the
basic characteristics of Ukrainian dialects. Our decision,
however, relied on the assumption that the primary aim of
this introduction was to supply a non-Ukrainian reader

and/or student of Slavic languages with basic knowledge
of Ukrainian dialects.
In the

following
sections we intend to briefly introduce

three topical issues:

1) The relationship between regional varieties of

standard Ukrainian, dialects and forms of lan-

guage mix (mixed speech), generally known as
\"surZyk\"

.

2) The question of whether Rusyn can be treated as

part of west Ukrainian (Transcarpathian) dia-
lects or as a separate 'language'.

3) The connection between dialectology and socio-

linguistics in Ukrainian studies.)
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3.1\" Regional varieties, dialects and forms of mixed

sp,eech \"Surzyk\

The strict interrelation between regional varieties of stand-

ard Ukrainian, dialects and forms of mixed speech, e.g.
Ukrainian-Russian mixed speech \"surZyk\"

but also other

language combinations, is generally omitted in most works
on Ukrainian dialectology.91
This

deficiency
can be partially explained by the traditional

and clear-cut approach to the study of Ukrainian dialects.

On the other hand, this can also depend on the fact that
the Ukrainian-Russian mixed speech \"surzyk\" is primarily

considered as a social dialect even if it has a regional and,
particularly

in the last decades, local diffusion in rural ar-
eas. Its interaction with the dialectal substratum 92

has of-

ten been underestimated in 'Surzyk Studies' (cf.
surzykystyka / CYP)KHKHCTHKa).

It is undoubtedly easier to portray geographic (diatopic)
variation without considering overlapping features which
would render the

picture
blurred and more composite for

both explanation and classroom works.
In this introduction, again for the sake of simplicity, the

dialectal characterization was exemplified as if the ques-
tion of

language/dialectal mixing at regional level did not

affect Ukrainian dialects and their speakers.
The real language situation shows a more complex and

changing picture today. If it is true that there still exist
small groups of

'genuine' dialectal speakers, who can tra-

ditionally be found among older speakers and in more iso-
lated country areas, most of the non-urban linguistic land-

scapes have significantly changed since cartographic)

91
This happens irrespective of whether they are manuals meant for
didactic purposes or monographs and articles on

specific
dialec-

tal aspects.

92 On this point, see: Del Gaudio (2010a).)
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works and dialectal atlases were compiled. For these rea-
sons, a researcher approaching dialectal field work or even

a student who wishes to gain a correct representation of

the language situation of a particular rural area, should
consider the interaction between primary dialects, stand-
ard Ukrainian, other languages

93
, e.g. Russian, and forms

of mixed speech \"surZyk\".)

3.2\" Transcarpathian dialects and the question of

\"Rusyn\

In recent times there have been attempts at
classifying

some of the Ukrainian dialects into separate languages.
This tendency primarily concerns the Carpathian region

of

Ukraine but, as mentioned in previous sections, also in-
volved the speakers of other dialectal groups such as west-

em Polissian 94
and the Kuban dialects. 95

A special problem is that of the classification and status of

those dialects spoken in the region of Transcarpathia with
extension in neighbouring lands. The geographic distribu-

tion of this non-homogeneous vernacular covers: the

Transcarpathian region of Ukraine; north-eastern Slo-
vakia; south-eastem Poland, where the local variety is

called Lemkowski (1\\eM/lem \"only\", P'buf', \"like\;") Hungary;

some northem areas of Romania, where the people are
called Ruteni and the language Ruteand and in the Serbian

region of Vojvodina.
Since the 1990s there have been attempts at creating a
separate language

on the basis of these vernaculars. The)

93 Official languages can affect the local dialects according to the

geographic position and historic
background

of the different

Ukrainian regions. As mentioned in the introductory section, di-
alects may interact, besides Russian, with Polish, Hungarian,

Slovak e tc.

94 Cf. section 2.3.5.

95
Cf. section 2.7.)
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use of this 'language', denominated Rusyn (also known in

English as Ruthenian), was intensively promoted by such

scholars as Magocsi 96 (1996). It should be specified how-
ever that these attempts were made only in the case of

Presov Rusyn in Slovakia (cf. Pugh 2009), Lemko and Hun-
garian Rusyn.

The Vojvodinian variety or Backa-Srem was codified at

much earlier date (Dulicenko 1981: 11-28). The latter va-

riety of Rusyn can be considered as an independent stand-
ard micro-language spoken by

a population of approxi-

mately 20,000 people in former Yugoslavia. These people
settled in the mid-eighteenth century in the area around

the city of Kerestur. Their micro-language is based on east-
ern Slovak dialects with some western Ukrainian admix-

ture (Shevelov 1993: 996).
As to the question of the status to be attributed to the

Transcarpathian dialects spoken in the Ukrainian terri-
tory, Nimcuk

97 - a native of the Rusyn area - in a well-
argued article, outlines the

origin, development and con-

temporary evolution of the term Rusyn. He relates it to eth-
nology, history and

dialectology.
Nirncuk demonstrated

how the ethnonym referred to 'a person belonging to the
Ukrainian-Cossack nation' in the documents of the 17 th

and 18 th
century (Nimcuk 2013: 6). He also pointed out

that many promoters ofTranscarpathian culture at the be-

ginning of the 20 th

century
attributed their local vernacu-

lar to Ukrainian Of, in the terminology used at that time,
to \"Little Russian\" (Nimcuk 2013: 8). Still in the Soviet pe-
riod, Transcarpathian activists would have been labelled

as 'Ukrainian nationalists'. In his opinion a real movement
towards a \"Rusyn specificity\" first began in the 1990s. Af-

ter an analysis of the core features of his native dialect, the)

96

Magocsi is professor of history and political sciences and Chair of
Ukrainian Studies at the

University
of Toronto.

97 It is worth remembering that Nimcuk is also a corresponding
member of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences and chief of the
department of Ukrainian language history.)
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scholar came to the conclusion that \"if one creates a uni-

fied language on the basis of common elements of Carpa-

thian dialects, the result will be an idiom with typical
Ukrainian dialectal features\". The functioning of such a

language would be superfluous since standard Ukrainian

already satisfies the communicative needs of
Carpathian-

Ukrainians (Nimcuk 2013: 13). On the other hand, he en-
courages the active use of the local dialects because of

their historical-linguistic and folkloristic importance. Nev-
ertheless, he does not see the

necessity of codifying a new

literary language on these premises (Nimcuk 2013: 23).
In conclusion one can note a kind of dichotomy between

those scholars claiming the autonomy of Rusyn as a separate
language and those linguists working

within the Ukrainian

dialectal tradition who consider it just as a local Ukrainian
vernacular. The latter approach mainly relies on dialectal-

linguistic observations. The fonner, on the other hand,
adopts a broader historical-cultural and political approach.

Leaving aside the complex historical and political vicissi-
tudes of this region which created the premises for the
claims of the above mentioned scholars and local activists,

one can say that the debates about the status to be at-
tributed to the Transcarpathian dialects

98 was accompa-

nied by intense discussions both by those who advocate
the existence of this 'language' and by its detractors. 99)

98 In accordance with a well-established scholarly tradition, the
term 'Transcarpathian' is used

primarily
in the ethnolinguistic

sense. As Danylenko reports: \"these dialects belong to the
Ukrainian linguistic and cultural space irrespective of their po-

sitioning within certain political entities\" (Danylenko 2015: 226).
99 On this topic, also see: Comrie (1992: 452-456); Shevelov (1993).)
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3.3. Dialectology and sociolinguistics in Ukrainian

studies)

In Ukraine, and more widely in the East Slavic dialectal

tradition, dialectology and sociolinguistics are generally
treated, with some exceptions,as two separate disciplines,

and not as if they were complementary to each other. loa

If the tendency in western European tradition has been to

include dialectology within sociolinguistics (Cf.
Tru ,d gill

1999: 1-3), the same cannot be said about East Slavic, and
particularly, Ukrainian dialectal studies. This trend to

keep the two disciplines neatly separated could also be

rooted in the origin of standard Ukrainian. This language
in fact developed from a vernacular tradition and was orig-

inally a mostly dialect-based language. Nothwithstanding
the above mentioned interpretaton the Ukrainian manuals

used for didactic purposes are either rigidly based on a
monolithic conception of dialect and its structure or are

completely devoted to sociolinguistic issues.
In the academic Encyclopedia of the Ukrainian language,

for example, under the entry \"Sociolinhvistyka\", Brytsyn in
a concise and well-presented article points out all the es-

sential issues of Ukrainian sociolinguistics. Nevertheless,
there is no mention of

dialectology (Brytsyn 2004: 631;
2007: 654).

Hrycenko, on the other hand, in his articles on dialectol-

ogy, published in the same Encyclopedia, briefly acknowl-

edges the interaction between dialects and \"social dialects\"

and that the latter are to be considered as part of sociolin-)

100
This last section may appear more as a scholarly discussion
than a handbook chapter. This is because it partially relies on
a paper devoted to the relationship between

dialectology
and so-

ciolinguistics in the East Slavic and Ukrainian linguistic tradi-
tions. In our

view, however, it was necessary to make the reader
aware of this formal subdivision of these two related disciplines
(Cf. Del Gaudio 2016).)
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guistics. He also defines the object of study of social dia-

lectology, and adds that \"KpiM CUHXpoH.if ma icmoputiH.of
aia.nex:moJLo2ii\037 Buoi..nRKJmb aiCUlex:moJto2i1O JlK 11.acmuH.Y

co-yioJLiH2sicmu1CU J UJO BUBllae COyiWlbHYJ npocjJeciu1-lY,

BiK08Y oucpepe1it!,iayiKJ M08U. JIpeaMem C01JiaJlbHOf
oia.nex:moJlo2if - ap20, .\302\273:.ap20HU,

ClleH2U J CYPJKuK'
101

(Hrycenko 2004: 150; 2007: 155).)

Rusanivs'kyj in an article called \"Sociolinhvistyka i di-

alektolohija\" which appeared in the leading Ukrainian

joumal of linguistics \"Movoznavstvo\", tried to address the
question of the interconnection between these two linguis-
tic branches. Nevertheless, in spite of some interesting re-
marks such as, for

example, the use of similar methods in

contemporary dialectological and sociolinguistic research,
the existence of some linguistic trends which looked with

favour on the levelling of dialects since this would have

meant the full establishement of sociolinguistics as a dis-

cipline at the expense of
dialectology, the linguist skimmed

over other related topics thus leaving the issue unques-
tioned. Rusanivs'ky, however,

seems to imply a kind of hid-

den supremacy of dialectology over sociolinguistics since
in his view \"dialectology better illustrates the peculiarities

of social development than other linguistic branches\"
(Cf.

Rusanivs'ky 2006: 3-7).

Selivanova in her voluminous \"Sucasna linhvistyka\" (Con-
temporary Linguistics) deals with the concept of dialect

within the chapter devoted to sociolinguistics. Yet the lin-

guist seems not to pay attention to the connection occur-

ring between these two correlated branches. The only thing
she says to this purpose, relying

on Zimurs'kyj (1969: 23),)

101 \"Besides synchrony and historic dialectology, one can distinguish
dialectology

as part of sociolinguistics which studies the social,

professional, age-specific differentiation of the language. The ob-

ject of study of social dialectology are: argot, jargon, slang,
suriy\037' [translated by the author].)
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is that the difference between territorial and social dialects
is superfluous (Selivanova

2008: 327-329).

Not much is said on the topic by other principal Ukrainian
sociolinguists. Masenko in her

\"Narysy
z sociolinhvistyky\"

(Outline of Sociolinguistics), for example only remarks that

the study of language
as a social phenomen was historically

related to dialectology in France and, paraphrasing
Tyscenko (2007: 71), she underlines that linguistic geogra-

phy also played an important role in the
development

of Ger-

man sociolinguistics (Masenko 2010: 8).

Macjuk, in the section of her monograph devoted to the
'\037question

of social dialectology\" concisely illustrates the

historical framework of the fIrst three decades of the 2'Oth

century when some leading Soviet lingllists and dialectol-

ogists of the time raised the necessity of introducing
and

studying the social aspect in dialectology (Macjuk 2008:

337-338). In another article she speaks about the interac-

tion of sociolinguistics with other disciplines, mentioning

Tru.dgill's view on the connection between dialectology and
sociolinguistics(Macjuk

2010: 6).

Dialectology and sociolinguistics are likewise treated as

separate disciplines in Kocerhan's substantial work
\"Zahal'ne movoznavstvo\" (General linguistics) (Kocerhan
2010: 14).
The tendency to keep the two disciplines rigorously sepa-
rated

may undoubtedly involve some didactic advantages.
This is particularly true when a student approaches
Ukrainian

dialectology
for the first time with the straight-

fOIWard intention of gaining an overview of territorial vari-

ation. Nevertheless, such an approach to dialects, espe-
cially at a more advanced level of research, can also be

misleading.
An attentive reader, in fact, in evaluating contemporary di-
alectal data should take into account the strict interrela-

tion between social factors and dialect variation.)
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Akannja (aKaHHR): the merge of unstressed /a/ and /0/
is called akannja (cf.

Russian aKaHbe). It contrasts with

okannja: the tendency of keeping the original pronuncia-
tion of non-accented [0]. .

Areal (apeaA): an area in dialectology means a geograph-
ical region isolated on the basis of its linguistic character-

istics.

Diakrytycni znaky (\037iaKpHTHqHi 3HaKH): marks (or 'dia-
critics') added to a symbol to alter the way it is pro-
nounced.

Dialektnyj masyv ()J.iaAeKTHllH MacHB): totality of more or

less homogeneous (uniform) dialectal/language features

typical of a larger dialectal area
(cf.

Ukr. cyKyrrHiCTb

o\037HopiJI.HHX MOBHIiX
\302\243BH\037).

Dyverhencija (,nHBepreHll.iR): divergence is a process of di-
alect change in which the dialects become less like each

other (or diverge).

Konverhencija (KoHBepreHlI.rn): the opposite effect or con-

vergence. It happens when dialects become more like each

other (or converge).

Dyferenciacija (JI.HcPepeHll.i\037ll1: a process similar to that
of

divergence.

Hovir (roBip): a larger formation of local dialects make a
hovir. The term dialect

(,n;iaAeKT)
is also used as synonym

for hovir.

Hovirka (roBipKa): minimal localized dialectal unit en-
dowed with its micro-system and spoken

in one or few ru-

ral villages.

Intehracija (iHTerpaJ.J;iH): Merging of different parts into a
whole, interaction.
Izohlosa

(i30rAoca):
a line drawn on a map to mark the

boundary of an area in which a particular linguistic
fea-

tures is used. A number or \"bundle\" of isoglosses falling
together in one place suggests the existence of a dialectal

boundary .)
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Dialektna rysa (,n;iaAeKTHa plica): dialectal feature. A com-

ponent of a dialectal element such as isolated phones, pho-

nemes, morphemes etc.
Dialektni struktury and microsystems (.n:iaAeKTHi

CTPYKTYpli
Ta MiKpocHCTeMH): those segments of the dia-

lectal system such as vocalism, consonantism, word for-

mation etc. This terminology was typical of the structural

dialectal approach of the 1960s.
Dyftonhojid ()I.HcpToHrolt():

an intermediate stage between

monophthongs and diphthongs (Cf. Ukr.
\"rrpoMDKHa

AaHKa

MDK MOHocpToHroM i )I.HcpToHroM\.") They are characterized

by a smooth articulation as in the case of diphthongs
but

their glide is not as clearly expressed as in diphthongs.
Ikavism

(iKaBi3M):
refers to the phone [i] which developed

in place of *e Uat') and etymological *0, *e.
Nariccja (Hapiqq.H):

the largest grouping of dialects (ver-

nacular) sharing generalized common features, for exam-
ple the northern

group
of dialects or northem nanccja.

Ohluiennja (orAYllIeHlliI): the devoicing of consonants in
consequence of regressive assimilation. Odzvincennja

(OA3BiHQeHHH): the opposite outcome.

Pidnariccja (rri)I.Hapiq\037): a slightly smaller unit than the
nariccja.

It is generally less used in contemporary dialec-

tology.
Nesk1adovist'

(HecKAatloBiCTl\302\273:
indicates the non-syllabi-

city of a sound (phone).

Pom\"jakiennja(noM'5IKIlleHHH) indicates a softening. It is
also used as

synonym
of an intermediate degree of palatal-

ization, i.e. palatalizovanist' (IIaAaTaM30BaHiCTb). The lat-
ter is distinguished from the complete palatization, i.e. pal-
atal'nist' (rraAaT8AhHicTb).

Stverdinnja (cTBep\037iHH.H):
the hardening or loss of pala-

talization of a consonant.

Transkrypcja (TpaHcKpHIIIUI): the conventional transcrip-
tion of Ukrainian dialects which was established in 1962

during the 11 th

Republican dialectal conference. A method

of writing down speech sounds in a systematic and con-
sistent

way

- also known as a 'notation' or 'script'. Two
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main kinds of transcription are recognized: phonetic and
phonemic. Square brackets, e.g. [0],

enclose phonetic tran-

scription; oblique lines, e.g. /0/, enclose phonemic tran-
scription. Phonetic transcriptions which are

relatively
de-

tailed are called narrow transcriptions; those which are
less detailed are called broad transcriptions. In the broad-

est possible transcriptiC1n, only those phonetic segments
would be notated which correspond to the

functionally
im-

portant units in the language
- in other words, it would be

equivalent to a phonemic transcription, and some phone-

ticians do use 'broad' in the sense of 'phonemic' (Cf. Crys-

tal 2008: 490).

Ukannja (yKaHlliI): indicates the merging of [0] >
[au], [u].

It often takes place before a syllable with accented i, u.)
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AHOTAnIJI YKPAIHChKOIO MOBOIO)

nporrOHOBaHa npaU>l CB.i\\bBaTOpe tl.eAb r
aY,Aio

\"An introduction

to Ukrainian dialectology\" Opi\342\202\254HTOBaHa
Ha aHrAOMOBHHX

qHTaqiB, 5IKi \037iKaBMlTbC.H YKpalHCbKOIO MOBOlO. noci6HHK

npHCBSP-IeHO nHT8HH5IM YKpa1HCbKOi ,AiaAeKTOi\\orii
-

Haj'KH, 5IKa

HaH6i\\H)K't..{e CToiTb .A0 BHTOKiB Hau.ioHaAbHOi MOBH, KYAbTypH,
AO CaMoro HapoA)'.

ABTOp OnpaI.{lOBaB AocrynHi Ha)'KoBi p03Bi,z:(KH, rr\037pyqHHKI1
Ta noci6HHKH 3 YKpalHCbKOi .AiaAeKTOAOrii (30KpeMa KAaCHQHi

npa.u,i c.n. BeB3eHKa, ct>.T. )KnAKa, I.r. MaTBllIca) Ta Y3araAb-
HIlB

HaHBHY iHcpOpMau.ilO. Y neplllOMY p03,AiAi 06rpYHTOBaHO

no\037iA 3araAbHoHau.iOHaA!JHol MOBH Ha rpynH: Hapiqqg
- JI.iaAeKT

(roBip) -
rOBipKY. BHKAMeHO KOpOTK)' iCTOpilO AocAi,A)KeHIffi

.n.iaAeKTiB YKpalHcbKoi MOBH, nepepaxoBaHo HaI:Ir01\\OBHirni

t{iaAeKTHi CAOBHHKH, aTAaCH, 36ipHMKH TeKCTiB. OnHcaHO

3araAbHY KapTHHY JI.iaAeKTHOro \037eHYBaHH5I yKpaiHcbKol MOBH
Ha niBHiqHe

(n01\\iCbKe), niB.n.eHHo-cxi.n;He Ta niB\037eHHo-3axi):{He

Hapi\"tJ\"tJg. Y HacryrrHI1X P03,l{iAax I1peJI.CTaBAeHO rOAOBHi

cpOHeTH\"tJHi, Mopcpo1\\oriqHi
Ta AeKCHqHi OC06AHBOCTi OCHOBHHX

. - -

rOBoplB YKpalHCbKOI MOBH.

OC06A11BY YBary npHAiAeHo np06AeMaM, gKi 3a3BHQaH
,lIjT)Ke

CTHCAO a60 no6iJKHo BHKAa.n.eHO y npaII..fIX i3 ):{iaAeKTOAOriL
\037 H .

H.n.eTbCH HaCaMnepe,a npo HeOJI.H03Ha'-IHY \037 YKpalHICTHKH

npo6AeMY CYP)KHKa, a TaKO)K npo JI.HXOTOMilO AiaAeKTOAOrrn
-

co\037ioAiHrBicTHKa, B3a\302\243MorrOB'H3aHicTb Ta OC06AHBOCTi P03-.
Me1KYBaHHH

Ha3BaHHX Ha)'KoBHX HanpHMKlB.

Crro,n;iBa\342\202\254MOCb, w.o HOBHH: noci6HHK - oAHe 3 neplllMX aHri\\O-

MOBHHX BH,naHb 3 YKPalHCbKOl .n.iaAeKToAorii:
- 3HaH,lI,e B,l:LH'-IHOrO

qHTaqa Ta npHCAY2KHTbC.H YCiM 3a.uiKaBi\\eHHM YKpaiHCbKOIO

MOBOJO Ta
KYAbTYpOlO.

IUHpO
6a1Ka\342\202\254MO aBTOpOBi, CaAbBaTOpe jJ.eAb raYAio

-

CnpaB>KHboMY nou;iHOBYBaqeBi YKpaiHCbKOi MOBH Ta iI 6e3-
. .

KOpHCl\\.HBOMY nonYAHpH3aTOpOBI Y CBITI - TBOpqHX 3AeTIB I

ycnixiB
Ha HayrcOBiH: HHBi.)

Bep6HQ H.C.

KaH.lI,H.n.aT cpiA01\\OriQHHX HaYK,

Ha)'KOBHH cniBpo6iTHHK BiMiAy t{iMeKT01\\orii

IHCTI1TYTY YKpa1HCbKOi' MOBH

Hau.ioHaAbHol aKMeMil HaYK YKpa1HH)
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Salvatore Del Gaudio

An\" Introduction to Ukrainian Dialectology

The book intends to render available to a wide range of students of Slavic

languages,
and particularly of Ukrainian, an outline of\037an dialectology.

The author presents the
fascinating

world of geographical variation of

contemporary Ukrainian to all students of Slavic
languages.

A basic knowledge

of Ukrainian dialects is likewise important to complete the theoretical and

practical background
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